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Eastern, Western Kentucky seeking
greater football success this season
Stories on Sports/6

"Good Afternoon Calloway County"

?.
)5] Center should boost gro wing tourism dollar
'SINCE 1879'

MURRAY KY 42071

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Murray tourism officials are
counting on Murray State University's Regional Special Events
Center to bring people into the
area.
"We are looking forward to the
center in hopes that it might
boost tourism," said Tim Miller,
chairman of the Murray Tourism
Commission. "The commission
plans to work closely with the

university to promote events."
Miller emphasized that the
events that will be held in the
RSEC will be those that are
planned well in advance rather
than spur-of-the-moment
activities.
The center, which is currently
under construction, is expected to
open in the fall of 1997.
The 200,000 square-foot facility will be located behind Stewart
Stadium and will be used for

Racer basketball games, concerts,
trade shows and a variety of large
gatherings.
The university is seeking a
vice president to manage the
Office of Institutional Advancement, who will also be in charge
of managing the 521 million
center.
"We want to work with that
person and better organize a
schedule of regional events so we
don't have the weekend for
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parents at the same time as the
quilt show," Miller said.
Based on hotel and motel
revenues for the last quarter of
fiscal year 1994-95, tourism
seems to have increased. Total
revenues from the city's transient
room tax for that time period totaled more than 525,400.
That quarterly total is Murray's
highest in the history of the tax
and 20 percent higher than the
same period in the previous year.
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"We have a 4 percent room tax
in Murray and tourism dollars are
spent on promotions to bring
tourism into Murray," Miller
said. "Events such as Freedom
Fest, the quilt show in Paducah
and any kind of arts and crafts
show enhance travel."
Robert Valentine, who serves
as treasurer of the tourism commission, said the total annual tax
for fiscal year 1994-95 was the
highest in history at nearly

584,000.
"Tax income doesn't guarantee
that you are geuing more tounsts,
but it is a very positive sign," he
said. "It is obviously good news
for Murray's economy."
Miller noted other factors such
as increases in room rates, nontourist events and natural disasters such as the recent hail storm
can have an impact on the tax.

over-exert themselves.
"Take a break if you need to:
don't over-exert yourself.
We're not looking to see how
much you can take," Scott said.
The heat index Friday was

around 105 degrees.
"In a real fire situation, temperatures can reach 600 degrees
and higher, so these are not

II See Page 2

Endurance Test

Assistant Chief Jim Shropshire and firefighter David Hudspeth (above) steady a ladder for Johnny Yarbrough who applied
for a job on the
Murrray Fire Department. Chief Pal Scott (upper right) explains the tests to the group of 20 hopefuls at the old Murray
-Calloway County Park
Friday. An applicant (lower right) runs the course while carrying a 150-pound hose.

Future firemen fight heat for jobs
' Story & Photos
by 11M MAHANES
Twenty applicants braved the
scorching heat Friday vying for
two vacant positions on the
Murray Fire Department.
The applicants, having
already undergone a written test
and preliminary practices, were
at the old Murray-Calloway

County Park to perform the
final physical tests.
Based on those results, Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott will
make his recommendations to
Mayor Bill Cherry for the two
positions.
Scott said he will evaluate
the performances of the applicants, but the final decision will
be made by Cherry.

"We're looking for strength,
agility and we want to see if
they can follow instructions,"
Scott said.
The applicants were required
to perform several tasks that
Murray Fire Marshal Artie
Hancline said are standard firefighting procedures.
"Everything the applicants
are doing are firefighting tech-

Trial date set
in county suit
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

Plants back in
business after crunch
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.(AP) — Manufacturers forced to shut
down or cut shifts during last week's heat wave are back in business thanks to cooler weather.
Temperatures soared close to 100 for three days last week, sending residents in the Tennessee Valley Authority region scrambling
for electric appliances to keep cool.
The Tennessee Valley Authority, citing business and population
growth in the Southeast, said it couldn't meet energy demands
without some heavy users, like Du Pont in Chattanooga, cutting
production until the crisis passed.
Du Pont reduced plant operations 80 percent on Aug. 18 and
planned to remain at that level until Sept. 2.
But weekend rains brought cooler temperatures that helped break
TVA's energy crunch, allowing employees to return to work Monday and letting Du Pont resume a full production schedule.
A total of 385 companies in the region receive discounts on their
electric rates through an economy surplus power program, spokes.
man Gil Francis said. One stipulation is that companies may have
to reduce how much electricity they consume during peak power
demands, he said.

Paul Hayes, attorney for the
fiscal court, said he and Medlin
agreed to a bench trial that would
be heard by Daughaday.
"Between now and the trial
date, we will be pursuing discovery," Hayes said.
The citizens' group filed suit
against the fiscal court in late
March alleging violations of the
Kentucky Open Meetings Law
pertaining to decisions made
about the jail project.
Originally filed in the name of
Walter Lee Steely, president of
the association, the lawsuit was
amended to include all individual

The lawsuit between the Calloway County Fiscal Court and a
citizens' group will go to trial
Dec. 19-20 in Calloway County
Circuit Court.
Mark Medlin, attorney for the
Calloway County Association of
Concerned Citizens, requested a
bench trial, which is a trial without a jury.
His request was granted Monday by Graves County Judge
John Daughaday.
"We are happy with the court
date," said Kathy Lyons, publicist
for the association. "We were
surprised it was so quick."
•See Page 2

niques. The only difference is
that they're not wearing a suit
that weighs 20 to 30 extra
pounds," Haneline said.
The testing took place during
the hottest part of the afternoon
(between 2 and 4 p.m.), on one
of the hottest days of the year.
Plenty of water was provided
and Scott and Harteline encouraged all the applicants not to
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Burley leaders
counting on
Ford, McConnell
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

a glimmer of hope that the regulations, which the administration
has published for a 90-day period
of public review, will flop.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Forces for Kentucky burley are
banking that the state's U.S.
U.S. Sens. Wendell Ford and
senators have muscle to match
Mitch McConnell "seem to
President Clinton.
always figure out a way to build
At issue is Clinton's proposal
a coalition up there ... along with
to have tobacco regulated by the
other tobacco-growing states to
Food and Drug Administration. It keep this from happening,"
would include further restrictions
Logsdon said in an interview.
on tobacco advertising — includBetween them, Ford and
ing, apparently, tobacco's promiMcConnell should be able to
nent sponsorship of auto racing. "come up with a bill that SIlli3Agriculture Commissioner Ed
Logsdon on Monday said he had II See Page 2
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•Firemen...
FROM PAGE 1
unusual conditions for a firefighter to be working in," Haneline
told the Ledger.
The applicants were timed and
graded on several tasks Murray
firefighters were on hand as time
and score keepers

,
.
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The final station required the
applicants to run a 30-yard dash
while carrying a hose and spray
water when they reached the end.
The hose had 100 pounds of

•Burley...
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water pressure running through it.
"The last time we did this,
someone lost control of that thing
(the hose) and ended up spraying
water all over the place. You got
to be able to keep control of it,"
Scott said.
After the 20 applicants had
completed the tasks at the park,
they drove to the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building at Murray
State University for the final test
of endurance.
Each applicant had to strap on
a 30-pound air compressor and
run up seven flights of stairs, get
a card from a firefighter at the
top and run back down, — all the
while racing against time.
"I timed this exercise at one
minute and 30 seconds. If they
are slower than that, they automatically fail," Scott said. "I
timed some of our guys and most
finished in well under that time

said.

Alice Rouse
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Office Mgr
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Managing

Four test stations were set up,
each involving a specific task
At one station,rlicanu had
to pick up the Ja
of Life and
run A 20-yard course, come back
and pick up a 40-pound generator
and run the course again.
Another station required applicants to pick up a 150-pound
hose from the back of a fire
engine, run 20 yards with it and
set it back on the engine the way
they found it.
"If the hose comes unrolled
while you're running with it,
you'll have to stop and do it
again. If you fall while you're in
the process of a drill, you'll have
to stop and start again," Scou

,
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leton of Hopkinsville, said the
philosophy underlying the proposed regulations is as bad as the
regulations themselves.
"The thing that disturbs me —
we've got to put some responsibility on the family," Pendleton
said. "The government shouldn't
have to take charge of regulating
what the children do. That should
be the family's responsibility."
Pendleton questioned how
effective an advertising ban,
including a sanitizing of motor
sports, would be.
"Every time that I'm watching
NASCAR racing, and I see the
Tide car go around the race track,
I don't want to grab a box of
Tide and go to waahing clothes,"
Pendleton said.
"And I don't think any time a
kid sees somebody on a billboard
with a cigarette, they want to run
buy a pack of cigarettes and go to
smoking," he said.

FROM PAGE 1
lies what the President's trying to
do" without FDA regulation,
Logsdon said.
"I guess right now, even
amongst those detractors from
tobacco, the FDA's probably
more unpopular than tobacco,"
he said.
The chief executive officer of
the Lexington -based Burley
Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association said the FDA regulation issue was nearly a red
herring.
"The face is, that's not going
to hurt us like the imports" of
burley from overseas, McKinney
told the General Assembly's
Tobacco Task Force.
Burley forces must ensure "we
don't drop our guard on that and
fight the FDA," McKinney said.
The chairman of the Tobacco
Task Force, state Sen. Joey Pend-

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

so this gives the applicants a tot
of leeway."
Haneline said the tests are not
as easy as they may appear.
"If you don't have your weight
centered while carrying the hose
or the Jaws of Life, it will pull
you over and you'll fall right on
top of it and it hurts to fall at full
speed on a steel object," Haneline
said,
The men who applied for the
two positions had come from all
over the United States and from
all professions.
Dana Pearson, a bricklayer
from Murray, said he wanted the
to help somebody.
"1 make pretty good money at
my present job, so it's not the
money. I just want the chance to

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
While many programs at Kentucky's universities, community
colleges and vocational-technical
schools duplicate each other, students may find it difficult or
impossible to transfer from one to
another, a study found.
The report is the result of
legislation passed in the 1994
General Assembly that called for
a study into work force training
programs in Kentucky.
Among the report's findings:
—The Kentucky Tech schools
and community colleges offered
programs in 10 identical areas.
—Kentucky Tech and the

FROM PAGE 1
Most companies either cut a
shift or reduce the hours of operation. Francis said confidentiality
agreements prevented him from
identifying the companies, but Du

the fiscal court."
Hayes said he is pleased that
several officials have been
members of the association.
"We have dropped jail commit- dropped from the lawsuit.
"We felt from the inception
tee members Ray Coursey, Pat
that the jail committee was a
Paschall and Marvin Harris from
separate issue," he said. "I am
the lawsuit, in addition to Jim
happy to see them out of the
Woodrum of Architecture Plus,"
suit."
Lyons said. "Now it is basically
The citizens' group is currently
waiting for a response to an appeal filed by Medlin with.the Kentucky Court of Appeals regarding
attorney fees that had been
awarded in June to the fiscal
court.
"We were told it might take
three to four months before we
Sunday,
received a response," Lyons said.
August 27
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seven universities that offer associate's degrees offered programs
in 18 identical areas.
— Five programs are offered at
Kentucky Tech, the community
college and one or more universities: manufacturing robotics, preschool teacher, architectural drafter, radiographer and respiratory
therapy.
The report noted that most
states have a joint community
college and technical-vocational
system, but did not say whether
Kentucky should follow that
model.
However, it questioned
whether students who wanted to

Pont of Chattanooga talked publicly about their shut down.
The TVA system peaked to
24,583 megawatts under a blazing 97-degree average across the
valley on Aug. 16.
The utility's all-time record
peak of 25,496 megawatts was
set July 13. TVA has been asking
for voluntary conservation since
Aug. 15 from all of the 8 million
people served by the agency.
TVA had to ask the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for a
waiver Sunday allowing a temporary change in the temperature
of water taken in from the Tennessee River to cool down
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant.
Regulations mean water hotter
than 84.5 degrees cannot be taken
into the plant. Some of that water
would be used as a spray to keep
the temperature down inside the
reactor building in the event of a
large pipe break.
But the river temperature at
Se,quoyah's intake reached 83.8

"It takes a special kind of person to do this job," Scott told the
Ledger. "We're looking for
thanulsdomraeothreler help
who
r
speTpereneratwheho
is out here for the money or the
benefits."

transfer between different schools
could do it.
For example, it found that a
student who earned a licensed
practical nurse diploma from
Kentucky Tech would receive
only eight credit hours toward a
registered nurse degree in college
— despite investing 1,500 clock
hours in the LPN program.
It also found that the agreements between schools on what
courses would be given credit if a
student transferred — known as
articulation agreements — were
confusing and sometimes
inefficient.
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degrees Sunday, forcing TVA to
ask for the waiver. The change
allows a maximum river temperature of 87 degrees until Sept. 30.
Francis said the demand for
electric power is growing again at
an average rate of 2.5 percent a
year after a slump in the 1980s.
"Every new subdivision you
see, every new business: that's
increased power demand," he
said.
That justifies the need for more
power, which TVA hopes to generate with nuclear reactors at
Watts Bar in Spring City and
Browns Ferry in Athens, Ala.
One of two units at Watts Bar
is slated to begin operation later
this year. The plant has been
under construction since 1972.
The TVA supplies power to
160 municipal and cooperative
utilities in Tennessee and parts of
Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky,
Georgia, Virginia and North
Carolina.

•Tourism...
FROM PAGE 1
"Things like the hail storm and
power outages make business
fluctuate," Miller said. "Summer
is the busiest time and it is really
slow in the winter."
As the new commission chairman, Miller said the primary goal
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Haneline said that if the
department has any openings
within the next year, they will be
filled from this group of
applicants.

•Crunch...
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Scott and Haneline said the 20
men who showed up all performed well in the tests, although
only two will be called to interview with the mayor.
Scott said it will be close to
two weeks before any of the
applicants know if they were

selected for the job
"We had a good group of applicants this time. They did really
well as a group. It's too bad we
can only pick two of them," Scott
said.

Study finds duplicate technical programs

•Trial...

For Your Convenience Now Offers

help," Pearson said.
Richard Steen, who is onginally from Murray, drove from
North Carolina to vie for the job.
Steen is a captain at a fire
department in North Carolina.
"1 have always wanted to move
back to Murray so when my
mother-in-law called and told me
about the department accepting
applications, I rushed back here
to try out," Steen said.
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is to boost the hotel business in
Murray.
"We are hoping to get information on what types of things we
should get involved in based on
what things bring in the greatest
numbers," he said. "Our business
this year has been fairly good and
I don't think Murray has too
many hotels/motels."
Miller has served as general
manager of the Holiday Inn for
15 years.
"We have people call us and
want to reserve a block of rooms
and it is on the quilt show
weekend," he said. "It is a big
job to organize a calendar of
events for everyone so the events
aren't all held at the same time."
The tourism commission recently welcomed three new board
members — Geri Reed, Mark
Hunt and Jim Vaughan — to
replace outgoing members Chuck
Harrison, Linda Horner and Scott
Seiber.
Other members are Miller,
Valentine, Oneida Boyd, John
Gorham and Judy Gargus, executive director.
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Alexander discusses
university's future
Dr. Kern Alexander, president
and distinguished professor at Murray State University, addressed fa:ulty and professional staff at a
luncheon on Friday, Aug. 18. Despite the heat, a large group turned
out for the annual gathering.
Alexander discussed with returning and new faculty and staff the
strengths of the campus and the
direction he envisions the university
taking in the future. "We are experiencing growth and improvement,"
Alexander said."We have a sense of
community here that, I believe, is
unparalleled.
"Our challenge this year is retention of the students we have," he
noted. "We are looking at improving our retention rate. I would like
to see us move toward a 60 percent
retention rate of students in a sixyear graduation cycle."
In order to achieve this goal,
Alexander asked faculty members
for a renewed emphasis on student
class attendance and early intervention for students who may be experiencing academic problems.
He also spoke about the concept
of residential colleges at the university which is "an idea that is growing
rapidly at universities across the
country."
According to Alexander, the
thrust of such a program at MSU is
to attach students to the campus in a
way in which they are not now
connected, thereby enhancing retention possibilities. He encouraged
faculty to become involved in this
program, which is due for implemention in the fall 1996 semester.

Part of the credit for increased
enrollment, Alexander said, is due
to the impact the Road Scholars
program has had. Faculty and staff
members visited regional high
schools throughout the 1994-95
academic year, making a total of
138 trips for the program. In addition, Murray State students made
contact with high school students to
answer their questions about attending college. "Both of those are keys
to our success this past year,"
Alexander said.
During the luncheon, Alexander
acknowledged faculty who have
had books and articles published
and encouraged others to pursue
research and publication opportunities. Faculty who have served Murray State for 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30
years were also honored at the
luncheon.

Wickliffe Mounds to
host dancers Aug. 26-27
Murray State University's Wickliffe Mounds Research Center in
Wickliffe will host the First Nation
Dancers on Aug. 26-27. The First
Nation Dancers represent several
tribes, including Shawnee, Crow,
Dineh and Hidatsa. During the two
days, the groups will be relating
information about their tribal
dances, stories, music, costumes
and culture to the public. Performances will take place each day at
10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Visitors will have an opportunity
each day to talk informally with
group members. According to
Becky Fye, assistant director of
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center,
educating the audience about the
richness and diversity of Native
American cultures is an important
aspect of the dancers presentation.
"We are very pleased to welcome
the First Nation Dancers back to
Wickliffe again this year. Their
performances last year attracted the
largest visitor attendance to our
site," Fye said. "This event has
grown significantly in three years
from an impromptu performance by
three of the dance group in 1993 to a

Council to
recognize
educators
The Kentucky Environmental
Education Council is a new state
agency charged with coordinating
and enhancing environmental education throughout the Commonwealth.
Since its establishment in January, the council office has identified
many outstanding environmental
education programs in Kentucky's
1 schools. These programs, which
involve students in such community
projects as monitoring water qual00 August 1, 1995, Trooper ity, cleaning up parks, and rehabilStephen C. Humphreys, Post 1 itating raptors, teach our children
Mayfield, was promoted to about their natural surroundings and
Sergeant and transferred to how to be involved and responsible
Post 2, Madisonville. Hum- citizens.
phreys, who lives in Calloway
On Sept. 7, the council will
County, has been employed recognize more than 50 of these
with the Kentucky State Police outstanding programs in a ceresince October 1984. He is mar- mony in the rotunda of the state
ried and has one son.
capitol. Elizabeth Jones will speak
to the teachers and students involved in these programs. A reception will follow.
Those in our area named for
honors include: Mini-Grant Recipients - Calloway County, Vanous
Kevin Brown, Calloway County
Middle School; Showcasing SucThis year the Purchase District cesses - Calloway County High
Health Department will begin admi- School, contact person: Stephanie
nistering the influenza vaccine dur- Wyatt.
ing the first week of October,
This year's vaccine contains the
Type Aaohannesburg and Type Al
Texas as well as the Type B/Beijing
antigens.
The District Health Department
All Natural T-L/TE'
has centers in Ballard, Calloway,
with
Chromium PiC011ilaie
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman
and McCracken Counties. The dates
— Medicine Shoppe —
and locations of the clinics will be
200 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
published as the time approaches.

Flu vaccines
to be given
in October

LOSE -Vg 10 LBS.
IN 3 rAYS!

RAPE CRISIS
CENTER
All Sen ices Are Free And
Confidential And As ailable to
Adults and Children.
Indiv idual & Group Counseling for Victims of Sexual Abuse,
Sexual Assault, Rape and Incest and Their Families

1-800-928-7273

24-Hour Crisis Line

Quality Pre-Owned Vehicles
1993 Chevrolet Blazer
Four door, burgandy with graphrte cloth, 44,000 miles
remote keyless entry
$13,804.66

1993 Cadillac DeVille
1 owner new Cadillac trade, 26,000 miles, Spring

$19,863.42

Special Edition

1993 Pontiac Bonneville
Frost beige, tan cloth, full power, 1 owner, new truck

$10,834.02

trade

1993 Pontiac Bonneville SE
Emerald green, tan leather, alloy wheels, 1 owner sharp

$13,643.28
1992 Chevrolet S10 Pick Up
Tahoe extend cab, 1 owner, dark blue, blue cloth.
automatic, AC, cassette
$9,463.28

1992 Buick Regal
Full power, four door sedan, 53,000 miles, V-6 engine
aluminum wheels
$8,846.96

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
White with blue leather, sold new, 1 owner Cadillac trade

$15,443.26

major event drawing visitors from
all over Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois, Tennessee and other area
states."
There will also be visiting craftsmen with items for sale. Like the
dancers, they are Native Americans.
During the day some of the craftsmen may also be demonstrating
their work for visitors.
Wickliffe Mounds is located on
U.S. Hwy. 51/60/62,four miles east
of the Kentucky-Illinois border. The
Center is open daily, March through
November, between the hours of 9
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Admission is
$3.50 for adults, $3.25 for senior
citizens and $2.50 for ages 6-11.
Children under six are admitted
free. Prior arrangements may be
made for group discounts.
Wickliffe Mounds is a program
of Murray State University. The
performances by First Nation
Dancers is funded in part by a grant
from the Kentucky Humanities
Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
For more information, call a
member of the Wickliffe Mounds
staff at (502) 335-3681.

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

1995 Oldsmobile Aurora
White, blue leather, sunroof, CD player.

$30,833.28

1994 Chevrolet Blazer
Full size 4x4, silver with grey cloth, Silverado, package,

$21,753.62
1994 Chevrolet Conversion Van
aluminum wheels

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

Raised roof, TV, VCR, rear A/C, 1 owner, new car trade

$18,643.28
1994 Plymouth Sundance
Four door, automatic, A/C, emerald green, grey cloth,

$8,962.43

13,000 miles...

1994 Jeep Cherokee
Sport package, full power, four wheel drive, 1 owner

$16,910.38
1994 Chevrolet Blazer
Tahoe package, forest green with beige cloth, four door,
1 owner
$16,873.56

1993 Ford F150

Agency Manager. Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Corneliaon

Long wheel base, red with red cloth, 28,000 miles,

$9,923.64

automatic, A/C

7534703

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

1991 Oldsmobile 88 Royale
Brougham package, white with red cloth, 39,000 miles,
full power
$9,845.38

1990 Chevrolet G20 Conversion Van
W.A.T.C.H. Charity Golf Tournament

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
2-3-4
Pick 4
1-6-2-4
Cash 5
4-5-19-26-34

$10,936.43
AVEL

1989 Chevrolet Silverado
1 owner, 69,000 miles, new truck trade, 350 automatic,

$10,605.20

short wheel base

1989 Chevrolet Silverado
DATE:
RAIN DATE:
WHERE:
FORMAT:
ENTRY:

Soon sorod by:

Maroon & white, 39,000 miles, low roof, TV, VCR

Sponsored By Oaks Country Club
Airline tickets compliments of
US Air
and
Wright Travel, Nashville, TN

USAir beuins..ith you

Shell

CARTS:

Miller,
John
us, execu-

RULES:
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He asked faculty to consider becoming faculty fellows and to nominate
faculty colleagues to head up residential colleges.
Alexander praised faculty and
staff for the strides that have been
made in increased enrollment
There is an estimated ten percent
increase in the number of entering
freshmen this fall at Murray State.
Not only will the university see an
increase in the number of incoming
freshmen over past years, but the
average Acr scores of Murray
State freshmen have improved. According to Alexander, 1995-96
freshmen at MSU now have an
average ACT score of 23, which is
an increase of a point.
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Saturday, September 9, 1995. Signal Start at 9 00 a m.
Sunday September 10, 1995. Signal Start at 1 00 pm
Oaks country Club, Murray, KY
Four person scramble teams, two teams per hole There will be two divisions - Female and
Male or mixed Only the first 46 prepaid team entries will be accepted
Only 535 00 per person Includes a mulligan and a drawing for a round-trip US Air
Airline ticket for two, anywhere in the continental USA (some restrictions apply) and
additional prizes You must be present to win Deadline for entries is 'Wednesday,
September 6th
Golf cart is not included in entry fee Cost is 515 00 per cart You may bring your own
cart at no charge
To be announced on tournament day
All proceeds go to support the services of W A T.0 H.(Work Activities Training Center
For The Handicapped), 702 Main Street, Murray, KY Your support is sincerely appreciated
ENTRY FORM
W.A.T.C.H. Charity' Golf Tournament
Oaks Country Club

[USAir
USAir begins.ith you

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701

NAMES

VJA

ADDRESS

WRIGHT
TRAVEL

1 owner,29,000 miles, new truck trade in, 350 automatic,
long wheel base
$11,346.22
'Taxes bte S license additonal

fh?fevpr it takes, we want to be

V1Yr

?rLrk

company."

Chevrolet • Oldsmobile
Cadillac • Geo • Toyota

PHONES

2
3

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m
at
Yes, I will need a cart #
$1500 per cart Only prepaid cart reservations will be
guaranteed
Entr:Y fee of $35 00 per person must accompany application
Total Remitted

Boone's Laundry

Bldg.
6, Murray

North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

Detach, enclose a check for total amount payable to WATCH and mail to
Della Miller • Route 7 Box 1007 • Robinwood Drive Murray, KY 42071

)dmen
C World

ONLY THE ENTRY FEE IS TAX DEDUCTIBLE

le Society

%aka Nebrask..

aaaarraleasaarbarrearaaraoraa..•

••

•

2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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FROM OUR READERS
A poem for forgotten graveyards
Dear Editor
I have seen many changes in our lifestyle since I was a boy. It seems to
me the system as a whole has changed. We don't take notice of things
nght under our noses that need to be taken care of anymore.
Like our old cemeteries. It's sad to drive by so many and see the
condition they're in.
Enclosed is a poem I wrote about our forgotten graveyards.
The burial plot I'm talking about is the "Old Concord" Cemetery, not
to be confused with the "New Concord" Cemetery. Its located behind
my home just off of Crossland Road or Highway 783.
"Old Concord" Cemetery
As I walked among the tombs today.
I heard a mournful sigh.
I looked and saw a teardrop fall
From each dotted "I".
Why have we been neglected?
The tomb rocks seemed to say
People just drive on by
And look the other way.
But we're sure they can't sec us
We're covered with myrtle vines
Tall red oak and hickory nut trees, and
long running wild grape vines.
The storms of life have caused us
To lean haphazardly
As we keep our silent vigil
Among the tall oak trees.
Some of us have fallen. . . 'neath
The myrtle on the ground.
Decades will probably pass on by
Before we're ever found.
We know everyone is busy
But we've got a job to do
As we stand and mark the lonely spot
Of someone dear to you.
We need to be straightened up
Our bases stand the test
Of wind, rain, sleet and snow
In this blessed place of rest
We hope good people will respond, and
Not leave us bleak and dreary
Standing here from day to day
In the "Old Concord" Cemetery.
So, please don't neglect us
Again I heard them sigh
As I looked I saw a teardrop fall
From each dotted "r.
W.P. "Dub" Hurt
Route 4 Box 131, Murray, Ky. 42071

Dear Shannon:
You are only 20 years old, and
you were just 18 when this all
started. Where did you ever get the
courage to take up the cause of
equality for women so early in life?
How did you manage to stick to
your guns during 21/2 years of bitter
court battles to take the place you
earned, fair and square, among the
ranks of freshmen cadets at The
Citadel?
There are not many of us at any
age--male or female-who can claim
such an achievement.
For more than two years, you
were the target of death threats,
vandalism, and vitriol because you
had the nerve to demand that the
doors to a public institution be
opened to you, a qualified candidate. You were the brunt of cruel
tirades and the topic of nasty bumper stickers because you had the
audacity to stand up for your rights.
Most likely, your energy was
spent and your spirit broken before
"hell week" had begun. When you
finally joined the other cadets in the
first light of that steamy moming,
perhaps you realized that the war
was just beginning, and your classmates now numbered among the
enemy.

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
What does it feel like to know that
the people on your own "team" are
lying in wait for you, hoping you
will fail? Or that that you will have
no peace and no protection from
your colleagues as you endure rigorous physical and emotional
tests? Inevitably, every success
would be dogged by rumors that
you made it because you were a
minority; every failure followed by
"I told you so's" about what happens
when women are admitted to traditionally male bastions.
You know what happened to
those women who blew the whistle
on the Tailhook scandal, and to that
female Navy pilot who was discredited when her plane crashed during
an aborted landing on an aircraft
carrier. It's an old routine: Blame the
victim. She was asking for it
anyway.

Sure, you thought about all this
during the years of legal briefs and
motions filed, but it probably was
not real until that first morning ol
marching and drills and pushups in
record temperatures that it really hit
you. There wasn't much to look
forward to, was there?
Now that you have announced
your decision to leave The Citadel,
you are taking heat from all sides.
Some think you should have stuck it
out, no matter what. Others claim
your act is further proof that women
are not fit for military training.
The Associated Press reported
that news of your departure was
greeted with cheers and honking car
horns on the campus of The Citadel,
as if a war were over. Since you
began your struggle, however, The

Citadel has received more than 200
letters from other women who are
interested in joining the corps. Reinforcements, apparently, are already
on the way.
During your press conference,
you said,"This has been the hardest
day of my life," and you confessed
that you did not know what you
would do next Whatever path you
ultimately follow, please take pride
in where you have already been.
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Without women like you, willing to
take a stand, African Americans
might still be sitting at the back of
the bus, and women would still be
waiting to be granted the right to
vote.
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This Saturday, as we celebrate
the 75th anniversary of Women's
Suffrage in America, many of us
will be thinking of you. Like our
grandmothers and great-grandmothers before us, you risked your
life for a principle. It wasn't easy,
and your future has been changed
because of it We are ever grateful.
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The fight for justice, fairness and
equal access is far from over, but we
have taken another step forward,
thanks to you, Shannon Faulkner
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Where were all the letters then
Dear Editor:
Astounding! Absolutely amazing! All the more incredible because
we thought the farmers, in particular the tobacco tamers, were meek,
quiet, mind-their-own-business kind of people.
I must admit to never before having seen a single letter to the editor
from any them. Between the Ledger & Times and the Paducah Sun, we
counted over 60 protest letters over the FDA effort to classify tobacco as
a DRUG!
One farmer said the Clinton administration lied to our farmers,and we
should never vote for any of them again. Hey! It sure is a sharp pain
when it is YOUR ox that is getting gored, ain't it now?
As for LYING, do you remember back when Clinton was
campaigning from his big bus? Back then he said, "I will notjeopardize
the Arnencan workers'jobs. I will not back the NAFTA agreement!"
But he did! Then he said,"It will produce thousands ofjobs!" It has, for
Mexicans! He said "It will increase our exports and our balance of trade
with Mexico!"
We are shipping far less than ever before,and our trade balance is a net
$.17 billion in the hole! He said (or was it Al Gore) that "the Mexican
worker will prosper and will never again have to illegally cross our
border!" Illegal immigration has increased 38 percent, and the Mexican
workers' wages have devalued by 40 percent! They are no longer able to
buy arty American stuff.
Clinton said,"NAFTA is a real money maker!" Our taxpayers bailed
out the Mexicans with $50 billion. Then came the G.A.T.T. and the
American people didn't want it, but they voted it in anyway. BOTH
parties, Democrats and Republicans, voted it against the will of the
people!
Where were your letters then? Where were your protests? Do you
think your ox wasn't being gored? With cigarettes at $1.50 a pack and
everybody out of work, who will buy them? Teens? I can remember the
great depression--everybody out of work. "Brother can you spare a
dime?"
Okay! By now, if you don't have the message, you won't. You are
absolutely right to protest! Why don't you just tell them,"Okay,on the
same day our kids can't buy marijuana and crack in the schoolyards, you
can have our tobacco!"
J. Wilcox Miles
Rt. 6, Box 292K, Murray, Ky. 42071

Prevention not prohibition
Dear Editor:
My older brother died 20 years younger than lam now. During the last
three or four years of his life, he could talk only with difficulty and he
was in miserably poor health. He died with a "heart condition" along
with several other health problems. He had been smoking cigarettes
since high school.
I sincerely believe that we should develop a national publicity
campaign using stories such as this to tell young people what will happen
if they choose to smoke cigarettes. This "could" be dissuasive enough to
keep a considerable number of them from ever beginning.
Prohibition will just generate antagonism. Sufficient information,
properly and accurately presented, can help young people decide for
themselves whether they are willing to accept the hazards involved.
R.L. Hari
155 Spring Valley Lane, Buchanan, Tenn. 38222
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L AY OUT MY RUNNING-'FOR— GOP- NOMINATION SUIT.

opaganda itiars

WASHINGTON (Ai',
day without a public relations
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
barrage from the Republican
National Committee is a day that
almost never happens.
Bill Clinton is "the do-nothing
president." Democrats engage in
Jill Lawrence
"a conspiracy of deception"
Associated Press Wrder
about Medicare finances. The
GOP Congress, meanwhile, "has
kept its promises" and is "well blicans are making the same
vs. fiction" broadsides.
on its way to restoring the Ameri- claim — with more decibels.
Fax machines, meanwhile, concan Dream."
tinued to spit out the regular
The current PR fusillades cenThe ruling party on Capitol t& on Medicare, which Demo- RNC Monday briefing, a potHill is one big happy family. Or rcrats have seized as the Achilles' pourri of upcoming events, Hill
so it would seem from the relentheel of the Republican revolu- achievements, poll results, policy
less Republican persuasion
tion. Via TV ads, the Internet, points and Democrat-bashing.
machine run by party Chairman
Both parties have fax netradio shows and fax networks,
Haley Barbour.
works, actuality services, Internet
they accuse Republicans of delibFrom fax fixtures like "Them
erate distortions and claim Demo- sites and bookings on talk radio.
Dems" and "Haley's Comment" crats will save the program from
The Democrats also have "Newtto "Rising Tide" the TV show "Republican attempts to disman- Gram" — a weekly collection of
and "Rising Tide" the magazine. tle it."
unflattering comments about the
Republicans are exploiting their
House speaker.
Republicans, trying to squeeze
new dominance in Congress and $270 billion from the giant
But in volume, substance and
governors' mansions with audaci- health-care plan for seniors, view
response speed, the GOP operaty and sweep that Democrats can
Medicare as their greatest politition is in a class by itself. And
only envy.
only Republicans have a cable
cal and budgetary challenge.
Over the past two weeks they TV program available in half the
"You need two things —
issued radio ads ("The Medicare country's TV households.
money and discipline," says Paul
debate is about leadership"),
The Democratic National ComBegala, a White House strategist
their version of the Democrats' mittee is considering a TV show
who is departing for a new life in
TV ad ("changed to protect the and slowly recovering from what
Austin, Texas. "Republicans
facts"), several Barbour attacks observers in both parties agree
We
have
have lots of both.
on Democrats, and a few "fact was a damaging two years of virneither."
Some contend Democrats don't
have a message, either. "If you
have exciting things to say, you
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
will find ways to get them out,"
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
says Allan Lichtman, a political
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
analyst at American University.
by the writer, with the writer's
guidelines: all letters must he
Laura Quinn, who is exploring
:.d in case verification is necesaddress and telephone numb('
computer communications techsary (telephone numbers will •. be published). Letters must not he
nology for Senate Democrats,
more than .500 words. Letters fl.-.11t1 be typewritten and double-spaced
says there is a message: "This
if possible, We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
party works for working people,
limit frequent writers.
to make sure they get a fair
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
shake."
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
Alas for the Democrats, Rcpu-

Just drop us a line ...

tual captivity to the Clinton
White House.
Money was eaten up not just
by traditional expenses such as
White House Christmas cards but
also by divisive projects such as
TV spots to browbeat congressional Democrats into supporting
Clinton's health-reform plan.
Veteran strategist Ann Lewis,
coming aboard as the Clinton
campaign communications director, says the party will speak as
one next year on Medicare and
other high priorities. "What we
have in common is-so important
that we can work together on
this," she said.
Even if they manage to
renounce their customary anarchy. Democrats will be playing
catch-up.
GOP moderates and conservatives disagree profoundly over
abortion, taxes and the environment. Senate and House leaders
have differing goals. The Senate
hasn't delivered on much of what
the House has wrought. The party's 30 governors have their own
ideas about welfare.
Yet Barbour, through shuttle
diplomacy and sheer moxie, has
built an image of a unified GOP
juggemaut.
"He's creating very effective
propaganda," says Kathleen Hall
Jamison, dean of the Annenberg
School of Communications.
"He's advancing the notion that
Republicans are standing united
behind a philosophical goal that
they will ultimately achieve if
they're in power long enough."
EDITOR'S NOTE — fin
Lawrence covers politics and
Congress for The Associated
Pre.ss.
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Comp —onate Fnends will meet Thursday, Aug. 24, at 7:30 p.m.
in the board room at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a
group comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or young
adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS), stillbirths, or miscarriages. For more information contact
Mike Rumble, Pastoral Care, at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett, chapter
leader, 498-8324.
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Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Aug. 24, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. This is open to all persons and their pets in
visiting the local nursing homes. Drivers and parents are needed as
volunteers and are requested to call 436-2453 for information. Persons are asked to note the change in time.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, Aug. 24, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
more information call Carolyn at 759-1884 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Cooper reunion planned Aug. 27
A reunion of the descendants of Jeff and Alma Cooper will be
Sunday. Aug. 27, at Hazel Community Center starting at 10 a.m. A
basket lunch will be served at 1 p.m. For more information call
492-8439.

Cub Scout sign-up tonight
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Cub Scout Sign-up Night
for new scouts will be tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the school
cafeteria. This is for new Cub Scouts only in first to fifth grades.

School reunion to be Aug. 26
A reunion for persons who attended Williams School near Kingston in Graves County will be Saturday, Aug. 26, from 1 to 5 p.m. at
Can Street Community Center, Fulton. Dress is casual. Registration
will start at 1 p.m. with the history and program to start at 2 p.m.
Those attending may bring pictures and mementos. For more information call Peggy Clement, 1-901-479-1817, Norma Underwood,
1-502-355-2377, Sara McAlister, 1-502-376-2308 or Sue Sam,
1-502-653-8545.

Bell event will be tonight
A potluck dinner in honor of Charlie and Shirley Bell who are
moving to Tennessee in September will be tonight (Tuesday) at 6
p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church. Coffee, tea and paper goods will
be furnished by the church, but each one should food.

Baseball Clinic sign-up planned
Sign-up for the fall baseball clinics for players who will be in the
9 and 10-year-old age group next summer will be held at Kentucky
League field on Thursday, Aug. 24, from 4:30 to 7 p.m. For more
information call Larry Geib, 489-2198.

Health Express lists stops
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at all of its stops during the month of August. Also available is a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Wednesday
the express will be at Weaks Center, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. On Thursday a stop will be at Ponderosa, Draffenville, from 9
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Friday's stops will be at Puryear
Community Center from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m, and at Rainey's Grocery
at Jones Mill, Tenn., from 1 to 2:30 p.m.

Bogard reunion to be Aug. 26
The annual Bogard family reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 26, in
the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A potluck
meal will be served at noon. All family members and friends are
invited.

Need Line needs supplies
Need Line has listed items needed for the pantry and for the
school list this week to give to clients. Pantry items include instant
milk, dried beans, rice, crackers and tuna. School supplies needed
include binders, two-pocket folders with center fasteners, glue
sticks, pencil pouches, one-subject wide ruled notebooks, paint sets,
broad markers, primary pencils, wide ruled filler paper and index
dividers. These may be taken to the Need Line office on bottom
floor of Weeks Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Quilt Lovers plan Potpourri
Area quitters are invited to display their talents at Potpourri of
Quilts '95, Saturday, Sept. 30, at Calloway County Public Library.
Sponsored by Quilt Lovers of Murray, the event will showcase a
variety of quiltrnaking styles in five categories: pieced, applique,
baby quilts, wall hangings, ministure quilts, other techniques, and
vests. Viewers' choice awards will be given in each of the categories. Quitters who wish to display their items must pre-register by
Aug. 31. To obtain a registration form, send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to Quilt Lovers of Murray, P.O. Box 265, Murray,
KY 42071.

Military Police Reunion planned
The 793 Military Police Reunion will be Sept. 21-24, 1995, at
Continental Inn, Lexington. For information call Art Sherokow,
1-901 ciac sss4 or Elwood Forsythe, 1-606-234-3700

r
NEW CONCORD HIGH SCHOOL CLASS of 1955 r.a:. 4_-yeat
14
they met July 14 at
home of Dan and Sue Brawner Webb for a special remembering time. The group spent Saturday on pontoon
boat on Kentucky Lake and later went to the home of Darrell and Peggy Patterson for a fish fry. Special
guests at the fish fry were Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Curd and Sue Adams. Mr. Curd was the school principal
and Mrs. Curd taught there during the entire 12 years that these studenets were In school. An Edward T. and
Charlene Curd Teacher Education Scholarship fund at Murray State University was established by the 1955
class members during the reunion. Donations to the scholarship may be mailed to Edward T. and Charlene
Curd Scholarship, Murray State University, P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY 42071. Class members pictured at Friday
event are, from left, front, Faye Lax Fisher, first row, Sue Brawner Webb, Joanna Alibritten Wilder, Joe
Pat
Winchester, Bobby C. Stubblefield, Gene Bailey, second row, Shirley Hodges Hubbs, Mary Lou Anderson
Rhodes, Oleta Elkins Burkeen, Frank Burkeen, Richard Grogan, Mary Frances Winchester Thompson, Sybil
Mathis Barrow, Hilda Wyatt Winchester and Peggy Patterson Mitchell. Not pictured Is Audle Burton Dick.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Aug. 22
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters/7.30 p m /Agriculture Department, Calloway County High School
Calloway County Family Resource
Center Advisory Council/4 p.m/East
Elementary.
Murray Lions Club/6 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce
Info/Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice,
474-8774.
Alzheimer's Di
Support
Group/4:30 p.m./Hospital Education
Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Burray TOPS Club Kentucky 034
meeting/7 p.m /First Presbyterian
Church, Infor759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
First Presbyterian Church College
Fellowship/Manse/6 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Ladies' Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Fellowship
for Charlie and Shirley Bell/6 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Murray.
Murray Moose Club events include
officers meeting/7 p.m., regular
meeting/8 p.m.
Sorority rush parties/5 p.m./Murray
State University
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center. MSU/open 8 am -4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Aug. 23
Frank English, assistant chief of Murray Fire Department, retirement
dinner/6:30 p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Tutor orientation session for volunteer tutors/4-5 p.m./Literacy Project,
814 Poplar St., Murray. Info/759-1646.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Courtsquarei
8:30-1130 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies' golf/9
a.m., bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club ladies golf/9
am
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
am and Story Hour/10:30 am.

Wednesday, Aug. 23
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a m -3 p m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p mrtor
senior citizens' activities
Weeks Center/open 8 a m -4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8-30
a m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
, Board/7 p.m
University Church of Christ Bible
Classesi7 pm
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 pm
West Fork Baptist Church service/7
pm
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship,630
pm.
Grace Baptist Church Awana Club.
Youth Bible Study, College/Career
Bible Study, Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.; Choir rehearsal/8 p m.
Reading Room open1 2 noon-3
p al./Christian Science Church.
First Presbyterian Church Cho • •
Practice/6.30 p m
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church pray
er service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Centerprayer and
praise/7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting. RAs and GA5/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Bible
Study/6-30 p.m.; Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Youth Prime Time/6:30 p.m., Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/745 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir/7:30
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m
Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/I1 a.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Wednesday, Aug. 23
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
open 8.30 am -4 15 pm
National Scouting Museum open 9
am -4 30 pm Info/762-3383
Mery Griffin Theater+3 45 p m ,across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis III Info/1-800-935-7700

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m
Now Also Sat. 9 a m -12 p.m.
600 Main St.

Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Tellus M.(Mackie) Gallimorc of
Puryear and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
L. Davis of Buchanan, Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Donnie Gallimore, Puryear, Mr. and
Mrs. James Paul Linsman, Paris,
Mrs. Velma Davis, Buchanan and
Mrs. Ruth Mcdlock, Paris.
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WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

30 Yrs. Experience
IEMC.111

(Just In Time For School)

• Full
• Gel
• Hot
Revive

Set Acrylic Nails - '20.00
Capping (for natural nails) - *15.00
Wax Manicure - *11.00
your sun exposed skin with Repechage 4 Layer Facial -

Customize Your
Laundry Room with
Amana's Reversible
Dryer Door
Enjoy these other fine
features by Amana:
• Extra-Large 6 5 Cu Ft Capacity
• Largest Door Opening in the
Industry
• I Temperature Selection
• 2 Auto Dry Time Dry Cycles
• I year Full Warranty
• White-on-White Styling
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Gallimore boy born
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Paul Gallimorc of Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, John Tyler Gallimore, born on Tuesday, Aug. 8,
1995, at Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn.
The baby weighed seven
pounds nine ounces. The mother
is the former Melissa Davis.

The annual Student/Tutor
Appreciation Banquet was recently held at Murray State
University.
Over 150 people attended from
Ballard, Calloway, Fulton,
McCracken, graves, Marshall,
Hickman and Carlisle Counties to
recognize students, volunteer
tutors, program coordinators,
teachers and advisory council
members.
Ms. Tersa Suter, Commissioner
of Adult Education and Literacy,
was the keynote speaker.
Two women from Graves
County, both students, shared
their learning experiences and
their excitement about being representatives on the first Kentucky
Adult Student Congress.
Special recognition was given
to Ms. Sylvia Story as Student of
the Year and to Ms. Karen Chapman as Tutor of the Year.
West Kentucky is fortunate to
have many on-going adult education and literacy programs sponsored by Kentucky Workforce
Development Cabinet, Department of Adult Education and Literacy, and West Kentucky Educational Cooperative. For more
information about the programs
call 1-800-228-3382 or 759-1646

UP.
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90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
Court Square - Murray
753-1713
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)1Lii‘ er attack
gets off txnsive
tø bat illas
Elway, Aikman
throw on target
in Denver win
By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer

: six passes for 135
yards and two touchdowns in the
half, then sat out the second half,
as did Aikrnan.
The Aikman-to-Irvin combination helped stake Dallas (1-3) to
a 17-10 halftime lead.
Denver reserve quarterback
Bill Musgrave outdueled his
counterpart, Wade Wilson, in the
second half.
Musgrave, battling Hugh Millen for the No. 2 spot behind
John Elway, completed 14 of 23
passes for 155 yards, including a
third-quarter touchdown pass tc:
tight end Jerry Evans.
Rookie Terrell Davis helped
the Broncos maintain ball control, carrying 10 times for 73
yards, including a 38-yard romp
in the fourth quarter.
"This kind of game makes our
job very difficult," Shanahan
said, referring to today's mandatory NFL cutdown to 60 players.
"We've got 80 guys who have
really been committed. It's the
best group I've been around. Ii
appears there are some player.
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DENVER (AP) — The Denver
Broncos' new offense is a lot like
the old one — possessing plenty
of firepower. Last year's porous
defense, however, has yet to
prove it has improved.
In their fourth preseason game
— the first in which they worked
from a game plan — the Broncos
generated 455 yards, a preseason
high in the NFL this season, and
beat the Dallas Cowboys 20-17
Monday night.
Denver (3-1) had 233 yards at
the half against the Cowboys'
defense, No. 1 in the NFL last
year.
Denver's first-string defense,
on the other hand, yielded 237
yards in the first half, and Troy
Aikman and Michael Irvin
hooked up almost at will. Irvin,
finding gaping holes in the secon- • See Page 7
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Rangers, Royals
explode for wins
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Good thing for the Texas Rangers and Kansas City Royals —
and too bad for Minnesota and
Milwaukee — that the majors
don't have a 10-run mercy rule.
The Rangers and Royals each
erupted for early 11-run innings,
more than enough for easy wins
Monday night.
Juan Gonzalez hit a grand slam
and RBI single during Texas' big
burst in the first inning of an
12-5 victory over the visiting
Twins. The Rangers broke loose
a day after scoring six times in

the first to beat Chicago.
"We've talked about scoring
early and what it means to your
ballclub," Texas manager Johnny
Oates said. "If you could write a
script, that's the way you'd have
it every night.''
The Royals, who began the day
last in the league in runs and hits,
scored 11 times in the fourth
inning to win at Milwaukee 18-9
and salvage a doubleheader split.
The biggest first innings ever
in both leagues were by Brooklyn
(15 runs) in 1952 and Cleveland
(14) in 1950.

Georg

STEVE PARKE RIedge, .1 Times photo

LH OPENER: Murray High boys' soccer coach James Weatherly goes over situations at Monday's practice in preparation for
tonight's 7 p.m. opener against St. Mary at Ty Holland Stadium. Calloway County's boys open tonight on the road at Reidland.
CA.;

hOMA
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS(AP) — It's getting
to the point where Brian Jordan
likes the bouom of the ninth
almost as much as third-downand- 1.
The St. Louis Cardinals were
down to their last strike when
Jordan, who's made noises about

returning to the NFL this fall, hit
a three-run home run off Mike
Jackson for an 8-6 victory over
the Cincinnati Reds on Monday
night.
"That's what you dream about,
when the game's on the line and
you're at the plate with two
strikes and two outs and then,
boom," Jordan said. "I hit it real

q l V4V

es Card

good.
"I felt it oil lie but. It :.as Out
of there."
Jordan, once a baseball project
whose claim to fame was three
seasons at strong safety for the
Atlanta Falcons from 1989-91, is
batting cleanup for St. Louis and
leads the team with 17 home
runs, 64 RBIs and 23 stolen base-

s. This is also the first time in
four seasons that the Cardinals
have given him a full shot.
"It appears Brian is the guy
you want up there in a game Situation," manager Mike Jorgensen
said. "He's done this a number
of times."
See Page 7

EASTERN KENTUCKY

WESTERN KENTUCKY

Hilltoppers reloading in 1995
to forget 1994's horrific finish

What's new? Kidd's Colonels
eye OVC, Division I-AA titles

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Western Kentucky
would like to pick up where it
left off at midseason a year ago.
Western Kentucky was 4-1
and ranked No. 10 in NCAA
Division I-AA. But then, everything went sour. The Hilltoppers won just one of their last
six games, including going 0-4
after quarterback J.J. Jewell
went down with a career-ending
knee injury.
Now Coach Jack Harbaugh is
trying to put back the pieces
with 10 returning starters
among 23 lettermen on an
80-man squad that features 37
newcomers. But don't call it
rebuilding.
"It's a reloading year," said
Harbaugh, who is beginning his

Senior center Brian Bixler is
seventh season with the Hilltopthe only returning starter on the
pers. "Reloading sounds better
offensive line.
than rebuilding."
"Bixler is a brilliant kid,"
And he doesn't seem to mind
Harbaugh said. "He's a prethat he has an overabundance of
first-year players.
med major and academic All"I like working with young
American. In the middle of the
teams," he said. "They're more
line it's nice to have someone
receptive."
that intelligent."
Western Kentucky has some
Daryl Houston, who started
veteran players in key positions
at quarterback when Jewell
that should make it competitive
went down, is back for his
this season.
senior season. He completed
Running back Antwan Floyd
18-of-52 passes for 266 yards
is back for his junior season
and two touchdowns.
after ranking 12th among the
"I think he looked at himself
nation's I-AA rushers with
as a backup quarterback," Har120.6 yards per game last year.
baugh said. "Now I think he
looks at himself as a leader on
His 1,327 yards was the third
highest single-season rushing
the team."
Joey Stockton has been
total in school history.
moved from the backfield to
"He's become the strength of
our football team," said
Harbaugh.
• See Page 7
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4-9 p.m.
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RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Expectations are higher this
season at Eastern Kentucky.
Eastern Kentucky returns 14
starters from last year's team
that finished 10-3 overall and
8-0 in the Ohio Valley Conference. And the Colonels reached
the NCAA I-AA playoffs for an
unprecedented 15th time in the
17-year history of the playoffs.
"This year we're expecting a
great deal," said Eastern Kentucky coach Roy Kidd, who
enters his 32nd season at the
school with a 257-91-8 record
and two national titles. "Everybody is expecting a great deal
from us."
Eastern Kentucky, which has
won 20 consecutive league
games, is favored to capture its

1•4,91•1-.9•00.0,4 ,•••{.•.0
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third straight OVC title and
contend for the national
championship.
Among the returning starters
are six first-team All-OVC
players — All-American guard
James Hand, tackle Jason
Combs and tight end Chris
Whitefield on offense, linebacker Tony McCombs and strong
safety Joe Smith on defense and
punter-placekicker Marc
Collins.
Other returning starters on
offense are flanker Bobby
Washington, center Son Tran
and split end Daillo Brooks
while the other defensive veterans are end David Hoelscher,
free safety Chris Guyton and
cornerback Bob Head.
Expected to bolster the attack
are a couple of transfers —
quarterback Tommy Luginbill

from Georgia Tech and tailback
Daymon Carter from Kentucky.
Luginbill passed for 2,128
yards and 14 touchdowns last
season, finishing fourth in the
Atlantic Coast Conference in
both passing yardage and total
offense.
"There's no doubt he can
throw the football," said Kidd.
But Luginbill will face stiff
competition from Greg Couch,
who led the Colonels to the
OVC title in 1993 when he hit
75-of-164 passes for 940 yards
and four touchdowns. He was a
backup last season to John Sacca, a transfer from Penn State.
— That was a tough situation
we had last year," said Kidd.
"We may have to go into the
season and let them go into
111 See Page 7
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Valdes puts L.A.
at top of division

II Sports Briefs

Dodgers pass
Rockies in race

Blue All-Star team won the Kentucky Lake Invitational
Tournament at Benton recently. Team members are (front row, from
left) Mark Chamberlain, Brad Thurmond, Tony Ryan, Matt Kelleher,
Brad Hendricks: (second row) Brian Asher, Aaron Cowan, Chase
Wallace, Brady Harris; (back row) assistant coach Don Chamberlain,
head coach Bill Cowan and assistant coach Tim Thurmond. Not pictured are Jeremy Bolls, Josh Hodges and Seth Bryant.

LOCAL TENNIS

who made the team tonight based
on what we saw.
"One game is not the final
test, but Bill didn't hurt himself.
We have two excellent backup
quarterbacks. We're not going to
make a decision until after the
Jacksonville game (final preseason game on Aug. 25)."
Musgrave's 1 -yard TD throw
to Evans produced a 17-17 tie,
and Jason Elam's 27-yard field
goal with 9:37 left accounted for
the difference.
Aikman and Elway, who both
played only the first half with the
other starters, had identical
12-for-17 passing statistics, with
Aikman throwing for 194 yards
and Elway for 165.
"We accomplished what we
wanted to tonight," Cowboys
coach Barry Switzer said. "We
went out and played hard and
won the first half, and we came
out of the game healthy. The
offensive line protected Troy and
Wade very well. On special
teams, we blocked a field goal
and had some good returns."

BASEBALL

Fregosi to return as PhiIlies manager
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Jim Fregosi will return as Philadelphia Phiflies manager next season.
Fregosi's future was in question after the Phi!lies plummeted
from a 37-18 record and five-game lead in the NL East on June 25
to their present 55-53 record, 13 games behind Atlanta.

GENERAL

Georgia Dome suffers damage
ATLANTA (AP) — Thankful that football fans had cleared out
of the Georgia Dome before tons of roof and water came crashing
down, engineers and officials worried about making repairs before
the Atlanta Falcons' season opener Sept. 3.
The dome, which will house basketball, gymnastics and handball
during the 1996 Olympics, was damaged by heavy rain and high
winds early Sunday, shortly after the Falcons defeated Cleveland in
an exhibition game.
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•Eastern...
FROM PAGE 6
games and see who comes out
best."
Tailback William Murrell (79
carries, 476 yards) and fullback
Robert Bouldin (93-473) are
Eastern Kentucky's top returning rushers. Carter saw limited
action at Kentucky after being
slowed by a shoulder injury.
Kidd's biggest concern is
depth on the offensive and
defensive line.
And Kidd doesn't expect an
easy road through the
conference.
"Every Saturday we walk out
there the other team will be
highly motivated beat Eastern
Kentucky because we won the
OVC twice in a row and we're
picked to win it again," he
said. "I look for the conference
to be as tough as it's been in
recent years."

•Western...
FROM PAGE 6
wide receiver to bolster a
depleted receiving corps that
lost its top five pass catchers
for last season.
Defensively, five of the top
six tacklers from last season
have departed. The top returning players are linebacker Dan
McGrath (69 tackles) and safety
Corey Binford (57).
Other key returnees arc end
Sean Longstreth, cornerback
Drane Scrivener, linebacker
Bryson Warner, tackle Kenny
Martray and safety Tim
Comstock.

FINAIT77
1 1mill
I MARKDOWN

beat Houston 5-4, St. LouiN

FROM PAGE 6
The Reds had a four-game
winning streak stopped despite
reaching double figures in hits
for the seventh consecutive game,
including home runs from Reggit
Sanders and Hal Morris. Cincinnati had 12 hits.

BLS1NESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

York
New
8-6, the
Mets beat San Francisco 5-4 in
II innings, Pittsburgh beat Florida 5-3 and Philadelphia beat San
Diego 3-1.

'Your more than one company agency."
David

Valdes has been overshadowed
this season by Hideo NomoMania and Ramon Martinez's nohitter. But the left-handed Valdes, who had started only one of
his 21 major league games before
this season, is a major reason the
Dodgers are battling for the division title.
In his last seven starts, Valdes
(11-7) is 6-1 with a 1.74 ERA.
"Because it's my birthday. I
wanted to do my best and help
this team," he said. "I wasn't
looking for a win or a loss. You
can't control that. Just to help my

I
I
I
I

'95 SUMMIT CPE AT, AC
'95 NEON 4 DR. AT, AC
'95 NEON 4 DR. AT, AC
'95 NEON 4 DR, AT, AC
'95 TALON ESI HOT
'95 TALON ESI LOADED
'95 INTREPID ES LOADED
'95 CONCORDE EVERYTHING
'95 CHEROKEE 4X4
'95 RAM 1500 SLT
'95 DAKOTA CLUB CAB 4X4
'95 RAM CONVERSION VAN
'95 CHEROKEE COUNTRY
'95 CHEROKEE COUNTRY
'95 RAM CONVERSION VAN
'95 GRAND CHEROKEE

On his first series, Musgrave
drove the Broncos 76 yards in 13
plays for a 17-17 tie with 7:17
left in the third quarter. He completed seven passes on the drive,
including a 22-yarder to Evans.
On second-and-goal from the I.
Musgrave faked to a back into
the line, then hit a wide-open
Evans in the end zone.
"We really fooled them on the
quarterback keeps," Musgrave
said. "The fake plays worked
because we ran the ball so well.
We called some pretty basic playbecause we didn't want to show
them everything since we play
them in a couple of weeks (Sept.
10)."
Early in the third quarter, Musgrave completed five straight passes and Elam kicked the deciding
field goal.
Both Elam and Dallas' Chris
Boniol missed short field goals in
the second half.
The Broncos scored on their
first two possessions, while the
Cowboys scored on their last
three of the half. The TD passes
to Irvin covered 36 and 18 yards.
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opens Friday, August 25th
Hours are from 7am - 1 1pm

Public Golf Course
between Fulton rSc. Martin

off HWY 45E
Just follow the signs
Doe N'alley Offers:
1g Hole Public Course
Lighted Driving Ranee

Discount Pro Shop
lessons & Clinics by PGA Pro
Tee Times requested on
Weekends & Holidays

Call 901-479.9309 for Details or Tee Times

AUTO PARTS

August 21 • 26, 1995
* POWER GUYS *
Saturday, August 26th

1100 am -

2:00 prn
CARQUEST
Transmission Fluid CIPT
•Dexron Ill Mercon automatic

CARQUEST Motor Oil
Top quality motor oil meets or

ex-

ceeds manufacturers specs. Your

transmission fluid 32 02 #C0420
•Type FA automatic transmission

choice of H030. 5W30. 10W30.
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Lumilite Krypton
Flashlights And
Lantern Combo

#C0410

Your Choice. Only:

95°Each
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10s:R
EVElTHING!
Pt lOt
£1066

Includes 2 flashlights (AA
cell & C cell) and a lantern (0
cell) All feature krypton bulbs

Bat-

Akii Smart Pack

teries included *4214

• H€

.

battenes #r•ri4004

DuraglAg
30 Piece Socket Set
6 point deep 8
standard sockets (metric

fractional). spark plug socket,
reversible ratchet 8 3"
extension *9330

Detailing Kit
Includes 21 2 gallon wash
bucket

polishing pad and

one each of ift's 101,

401, 451

201

and

901 *1049

$
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While Supplies Last!
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The Dodgers scored three runs
in the sixth to take a 3-1 lead
against Tavo Alvarez (0-1), who
was making his major league
debut.
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Three local tennis players turned in runner-up performances at
the 1995 Paducah Sun Junior Open, held Aug. 14-17.
Elizabeth Blackford and Leigh Haverstock, both of Murray,
placed second in the Girls 16 doubles, while Bryan Meurer of Murray teamed with Patrick Sims of Paducah for a second place finish
in Boys 14 doubles.

10

Sports

SCOREBOARD

II Denver...

Murray teams second at Paducah Sun

phob

MIKE FLAM

AP

Los Angeles batters gave
Ismael Valdes a seven-run birthday present, and Valdes thanked
them by pitching the Dodgers
into first place in the NL West.
Valdes, who turned 22 Monday, scattered six hits in eight
innings as Los Angeles stopped a
four-game losing streak with a
7-2 victory over the Montreal
Expos.
Los Angeles regained first in
the NL West, one-half game
ahead of the idle Colorado
Rockies.
Mike Piazza, Raul Mondesi
and Delino DeShields all homered in the seventh inning as the
Dodgers scored only one less run
than they did in their previous
four games.
In other NL games, Atlanta
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CHE approves two new degree programs
wo new degree programs in
international studies at Murray State
University were approved this summer by Kentucky's Council on
Higher Education (CHE). The endorsement came during the July 10
meeting of the CHE and involves a
major in global studies and an area
in international business.
"International education has long
been an important component of
Murray State's strategic plan,"
stated Dr. James L. Booth, provost
and vice president for academic and
student affairs at MSU. Describing
the background of the new programs, he adds that a global perspecuve has also been a significant
component in the university's statement of the "Characteristics of the
Murray State Graduate," the document which defines Murray State's
educational objectives.
"Specifically, we strive to produce graduates who appreciate and
can function within diverse cultural,

social, political and economic environments; who understand the
world's various historical, literary,
artistic, and philosophical wadibons, and who can apply the tools of
science, technology, and logical
analysis to the problems of a changing world," Booth says. As the
curriculum was improved to meet
these objectives. Murray State accumulated the resources necessary for
offering formal degree programs in
international studies.
"Thus, when the CHE explicitly
charged us with a mission in international education, we were ready,"
said Booth. A multi-disciplinary
team of faculty and administrators
from six academic colleges collaborated to produce this package of
two international degree programs
Just approved by the CHE.
The rnajor in global studies is
offered as a second major to complement a wide range of Murray
State major programs. It features

MADE IN
THE U.S.A.

Cooper
TIKES

Compare The Quality - Compare the Price.
OPEN
Mon F.,

WAREHOUSE TIRE
)0 Industrial Rd

•

Murray

-

753-1111

four major components which include (I) competence in a foreign
language equivalent to two years of
university study,(2)a 22-hour core
of global studies courses,(3) a 9 to
11-hour concentration on a selected
geographic area or topic of global
impact, and (4) an international
experience, such as a study abroad,
exchange or internship option.
Dr. Kern Alexander, president
and distinguished professor of Murray State University, expressed his
commitment to the program by
stating, "The role of Murray State
University in providing international education leadership to the
commonwealth of Kentucky is recognized in the university's mission
statement as approved by the CHE.
The major in global studies allows
us to fulfill this mission with an
innovative program that will have
wide appeal to students in the
commonwealth."
According to Booth,this program
builds upon a commitment to international education at Murray State
University that is more than a
decade old. He says efforts in this
field have allowed MSU to accumulate a range of resources, including
faculty with international expertise,
international students, international
courses, and a portfolio of consortia, exchange arrangements and
agreements which make it possible
for Murray State students to study
around the world. With this prog-

ram, Murray State is now able 10
consolidate these resources into a
ngorous,demanding program available to students with a broad range
of professional interests.
Marcie Johnson, director of Murray State's center for international
programs,anticipates strong student
interest in this most timely program.
She notes, "A recent study by the
Rand Corporation reports that organizations view intercultural expertise and international experience as
important credentials for a variety
of professional positions." This
program, available only as a second
major, will provide skills and background to complement each student's primary degree objective.
The area in international business
is a program in the bachelor of arts
in business degree offered by the
college of business and public affairs. It incorporates the 12-hour
foreign language requirement of the
bachelor of arts degree with the
general education and business core
courses required of all students of
business. In addition, it includes a
24-hour concentration in international business courses. Though not
required, an international experience is highly recommended.
"In the modern global economy
of NAFTA, the European Union,
the GATT and APEC, Kentucky's
business and political leaders must
have a global perspective in their
analyses of markets, opportunities,

competition and public policy
issues," says Alexander. "This degree program begins with a solid
base of liberal arts studies and a
substantial body of basic business
courses. It then adds foreign language competence and a concentration of international business
courses to complete the training of
the modern global manager."
Dr. Dannie Harrison, dean of
Murray State's college of business
and public affairs, describes this
degree program as a culmination of
the college's systematic effort to
internationalize business education
at Murray State University. "We
have worked long and hard to
develop the courses, faculty and
expertise, and curriculum resources
to make this goal a reality. We look
forward to admitting some of Kentucky's brightest business students
to this challenging program."
Booth adds that this degree extends the opportunities for international studies to students of business, and together with the major in
global studies, allows Murray State
to fulfill its mandate of providing
international education programs
and opportunities to students across
the commonwealth. "The interdisciplinary, intercollegiate spirit of
cooperation which produced these
degree programs exemplifies the
dedication to international education at Murray State University and

points to a bright future for this
initiative."
Dr. Fred Miller, professor of
marketing, has been appointed director of international studies programs at Murray State, with responsibilities for both the new major in
global studies and the area in international business, as well as the
existing minor in international studies.
A Global Studies Resource Center is being developed by Miller and
will support all three programs with
curriculum materials, audio-visual
resources, and information technology systems including World
Wide Web access.
"Centralizing the administration
of Murray State's three international
studies degrees serves students well
by allowing us to select the option
appropriate to each student's personal interests and needs," Miller
explains. "The Global Studies Resources Center will serve as a focal
point for the programs as well as a
resource for international courses
across campus. This is a substantial
milestone for international education at Murray State University and
helps maintain our position of leadership in the commonwealth."
Students will be admitted into the
international studies programs beginning in the Fall 1995 semester.
Current Murray State students may
also transfer into these programs at
that time.

MCMA announces season, me mbersh
Health Care Reform
How Does It Affect You'

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Has The Answers
Call Or Stop By Today

753-4751
Bel-Air Center
Jay Elliott, LUTCF
Life and Health Specialist

Robert Biiiington, Jr.
Life and Health Agent

Murray Civic Music Association announces its 37th concert
season and upcoming membership drive. Memberships for the
1995-96 season may be obtained
during MCMA drive week (Aug.
28— Sept. 11) from MCMA volunteers or by calling 753-9802.
Members have the opportunity
to attend an outstanding concert
series including: Miles Hoffman,
violist, Chicago a capella, Daniel
Heifetz, violinist and chamber
ensemble and Urban Bush
Women in the newly renovated
Lovett Auditorium on the campus
of Murray State University.
MCMA members also receive
the benefit of reciprocity with
several regional associations as
part of their membership and can
attend concert series in: Paducah,
Union City, Carbondale, Cape
Giradeau and Sikeston.
*Miles Hoffman, violist, opens
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ary form, I he company has
created numerous dance/theatre
works rooted in the folklore and
spiritual traditions of AfricanAmericans.
Through movement, live music
and a cappela vocalizations based
on field hollers and chants, Urban
Bush Women explores the
struggle, growth, transformation
and survival of the human spirit.
For more information concerning the membership drive, call
753-9802.

HOROSCOPES
MILES HOFFMAN
the MCMA season Sunday. Oct.
22 at 3:30 p.m. He is a violist
and artistic director of the American Chamber Players. His musical commentary, "Coming to
Terms" is heard weekly throughout the country on National Public Radio's "Performance Today."
A graduate of Yale University
and the Juilliard School, Hoffman
has won prizes in the National
!krts Club and Washington Interational Competitions.
*Chicago acapella will perform
ice. 5 at 8 p.m. The accomdlished singers come from a vari‘ty of backgrounds, including
Renaissance and Baroque music,
opera, art song, gospel, church
ind synagogue music, jazz, musial theatre, oratorio and jingles.
•Daniel Heifetz, violinist and
hamber ensemble will perform
.-eb. 25 at 3:30 p.m. Heifetz is
tcclaime.d on four continents for
us extraordinary virtuosity. He

WEDNESDAY,AUGUST 23, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: new agreement is reached that will
Keep yourself revved up by taking allow your long-term plans to come
an occasional break to recharge your true. Lunching with an old chum will
batteries. Allies who work behind put you in a cheerful mood. Resolve
the scenes will play a major role in a to see each other more often.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A
professional triumph. Your ability to
solve problems quickly makes you career advance is near thanks to
valuable to those in authority. your hard work and a little luck.
Someone influential recognizes and Carefully lay the foundations for
rewards your special talents. Count future financial security. Avoid acton 1996 to be a wonderful year for ing like a hermit. Who you know
romance. Marriage seems more will become increasingly important.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
desirable than ever!
New social prominence or an excitCELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: dancer Gene Kelly, ing alliance is part of the picture.
actress Shelley Long. all-star slug- Someone from your past could bring
ger George Kell, dancer Patricia you wonderful luck. Get in touch. A
platonic relationship intensifies when
McBride.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): you share your hopes and concerns.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your
Pressure could build around a
friendship. Learn to let go. An exer- judgment is right on target: an
cise, music or dance class provides authority figure is impressed. New
excellent therapy. Use an indirect leadership positions open up. Reach
for the brass ring! Your caring attiapproach to get what you want.
tude helps heal a broken heart.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Unusual developments are on the
horizon. Rearrange your domestic
world from top to bottom. Someone
,
fie
who is ill needs your personal attention. Show your tender, nurturing
side.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Beware of making foolish financial
ducah Medical Arts Pavilion is dedicated
moves now. Curb your materialistic
to providing top quality medical professionals
urges and stick to a budget. Self-discipline is the key to greater success.
to care for you and your family. We are proud
Complete old business before
to introduce another outstanding physician to
launching an exciting large-scale
project.
our team of healthcare providers.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Invest more heart and soul in your
work. Lackluster effort will lead to
incomplete results. Clearing the air
with a difficult co-worker makes
you feel better. Associates will be
impressed by your bold ideas.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Sign papers only after reading
the fine print. You need to redouble
(The practice of Neurologic, Orthopedic, Chronic Pain
your efforts to boost business.
Domestic harmony grows when you
and Industrial Rehabilitative Medicine)
pay more attention to partner's preferences. Plan a special meal or outing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Suite 401 • Paducah Medical Arts Pavilion
19): Influential contacts help you hit
(502)441-4444
pay dirt. You are in the right place at
the right time. Delightful new peoHow- P' rpointment
ple enter your life. Cupid's arrow
hits home, letting you experience
love at first sight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Your natural spontaneity serves you
well today. Romance with an older
person enjoys highly favorable
influences. Move ahead full tilt on
the social front. Roll out the red carpet for any visiting dignitaries.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Be
more assertive when promoting a
pet project. Waiting in the wings
Lone Oak Road at Medical Center Drive
would be a waste of time and talent.
Paducah, Ky. 42003
Step into the spotlight and show
(502)441-4l00
your stuff. Turn into a social butterfly tonight
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Monte Rommelman, M.D.
Specializing in Physiatry

For more information, or to schedule a free site
survey, call the local PR1MESTAR distributor in your
area.

OwnSO
aft* year volet the
Leming Chennel.
DIscovery Mum*
AU and

appears with the chamber ensemble "The Four Seasons." His
numerous appearances include
recitals in major series throughout North America and solo performances with leading orchestras including Philadelphia,
Cleveland and Los Angeles.
*Urban Bush Women will perform April 23 at 8 p.m. Urban
Bush Women was established in
1984 by artistic director Jawole
Willa Jo Zollar. Using contemporary idioms and interdisciplin-
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"COINS WANTED"
Old Mayfield Coins,
located at Hwy 121
Shopping
So
Plaza, Mayfield, KY
42066 - 502-2472587 Open Wed.
Thurs , Fri , Sat
10-5 paying top dollar for your coins
One piece or entire
collections,
gold
stamps,
iewelry,
etc We have a large
inventory of collector coins - proof sets
- American Eagles
old paper currency
at reasonable prices
supplies
coin
Come visit

FORGOTTEN Thyme
herbs and everlastings
Wed Sat 9-6 753-2171 2
miles down Old Murray
Pans Rd
HOUSE Of Clothes where
$1 00 buys what you need
Shorts, leans. t • shirts, dresses, work pants Mon thru
Fri. 1701 N 121 Bypass
Phone 753-6981 Sat Sun
13 miles from Murray on
464 489-2243
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Appliance parts to tit
most major brands.
New & Used
Large Inventory

Ward Elkins
753-1713
MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reader 4 Advisor A true
born psychic gifted from
God 554 7904 call for
appentrnent
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Toes Pizza salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1 800 649-3804
PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502 876 7398 5500 flat
fee or gift
WARNING You could be
giving the bank thousands
of your hard earned dollars
unnecessarily Free report
tells you how to pay oft your
home mortgage 3 times
faster and save 510,000 or
more For a free recorded
message and report call
1-800-769 5250

ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334

1995 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanted in 10
plans and we write
all 10
:tic pan A deductible
you, Or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $716 in
1995
more information
call:

McCONNF:LL

your own
II you 99

100

020

Opportunlry

BINDERY worker corn
morose printer tuN time
general worker Apply in
person Printing Services
Supplies 102 N 4th St
Murray Ky

Local Vending
Business For Sale
Be your own boss!
Earn big Hi
Call today

BUSY Physicians office
needs nurses ad Monday
Tuesday Thursday Friday
Send resume to PO Box
1040 S, Murray, Ky 42071
DISHWASHERS needed,
Ann's Country Kitchen
Hazel, Ky apply in person
EXPERIENCED tobacco
aJners Call 435-4424
FULL LYME food prepare
bon Apply in person 2
4pm, Wed, Thur. Fri Seven
Seas Restaurant
$HELP Wanted$ Exper
*hoed carpenters & labor
ers needed for 2yr protect
Apply in person Ray Bell
Construction field office
Lot #1 Gilbert Graves Dr.
Murray. KY
HELP wanted for delivery
set-up warehouse All around work Apply at Wiggins Furniture 2 mile North
of Murray across from PM
monal Gardens
INSTRUCTOR Aide
needed to work in program
fa the adult mentally handicap.weekday Experience
preferred Applications
may be picked up at
WATCH. 702 Main St
or call 759-1965 for further
information

LAWN service business
mowers & equipment 30
established customers
moving
must sell
759 4986
tin

Dance
Gymnastics
753-4647

4 4110 PRINTERS Were
used w/ Micromax gas
computer Compatible ver
other systems, 3yrs old 2
printers used only 4
months, 51000 for all Call
474 8704 after 6pm

NOW AcoepOng applications for roofing and construction workers Call Advance Roofing and Construction at 753-5814

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days. 753-1418
evenings

Meat Wrapper
Wanted
Apply in

person

Owen Food
Market

A LOAN PROGRAM.
• GUARANTEED HOUSING LOANS AVAILABLE NO
DOWN PAYMENT,MAY INCLUDE CLOSING COST - 30
YEAR FIXED RATE, 10 DAY CLOSING
• WE CAN GET YOU PRE QUALIFIED IN ABOUT 15
MINUTES
• THERE'S A LOAN PROGRAM AVAILABLE, WHETHER
YOU ARE A 181 TIME BUYER OR A HOME BUYING
VETERAN WE CAN HELP
GALL US WE HAW A HOME WAITING FOR YOIM
753-9770
(EDWINA)

759-2032
(LYNDA)

D&T
HAULING
Need Garbage Pickup?
Guaranteed - Affordable
— Locally Owned —
David & Tina Stewart

Serving Calloway County

436-2111

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School
st Day 01 School - Thurs., Aug.17,1995
Enroll Now Grades K-6
Located at Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Near Southwest Elementary
' 1't7
437-4432

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the money
under the alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
763-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

NOW hiring daytime help
Apply in person at
Wendy's. Murray, ask for
manager
PART time maintenance
starting pay $5 50/hr Lawn
skills required Apply at Hill
dale Apt office Hardin KY
between 7am 3pm. Mon Fn 437 4113 EOE
PART ome sob. lprn- 6pm
M-F Send resume to P 0
Box 1040H Murray Ky
42071
PART time help wanted,
app 32hts per wk deal for
retired person Apply in person at Eastsde BP, 119
Main St, Murray No phone
calks please
PART time Phlebotomist
needed for physicians office,Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri
Send resume to PO Box
1040W Murray. Ky 42071
RETAIL merchandiser, na
nonal jewelry excessores
service company, seeks
part time rep for Murray
area Duties include in
store merchandising inventory control and ordering Merchandising aspen
once a plus Please call our
voice mail by Aug 23rd
300-283 3090 code 6508
SAFETY advisors
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon Fri
Sam- lpm
only
502-759 9130
SHONEY'S Inn seeking
'root desk attendant, with
ability to move into man
agement Please apply in
person
STAHLER Custom Weld
ng welders needed w'
experience in mig & sock
welding Apply in person or
call 753-7387
SUBWAY a now hiring all
shifts Apply in person at
Subway in Olympic Plaza
SWS Custom Cabinets
looking for woodworkers
Experience a plus but not
necessary Apply at 630 N
4th Murray 759 9672
WAITRESS, dancers
wanted Doll House Cafe
Pans, TN 901 642 4297
WILDLIFE/ CONSERVA
TION JOBS Game war
dens security, mainte
mance, etc No sap nacos
sary Now hiring FOf into
call (219(794-0010 est
7159 8am to 10pm 7days
070
Domestic
Chlkkani
WOULD like to care for
elderly, cooking cleaning
running errands Call
644 7099 or leave
message

No..
Funesetries

No... For We

BOAT, utility Easier $125
29 000 BTU arc no grill
$65 Wood stover heater
$80 tile cabinets army
surplus $10ea John Deere
214 lawn tractor with 46
mower $1500 Farmall
Super A tractor with 511
woods mower $1800
Whdpool washer dryer set
$75 7536487

4PC bedroom slate head
board footboard dresser
INIfOf and 2 night stands
8250 Call after 5pm
7594941

1989 ATLANTI 1460 2tir 1
bath on 2 lots with 1404
shed Crappie Hollow area
$22 900 502 436 5423
502 436 2327

ANTIQUE bed wdresser
antique buffet
Call
436-5572

1994 CLASSIC 16x80 kke
new
3br
2 baths
435 4548

BEDROOM
suite
waterbed dresser & mirror
nightstand & lamp
753-4798

1994 SOUTHRIDGE
28x70 mobile home and
IA acre lot, includes all
kitchen appliances 3tirs 2
baths located 2
miles
north of Kirksey on Swift
Rd Call 489 2247

GE Washer and Dryer
753-1769

FULL size couch tan with
smaN floral design $80
Call 753-8342 alter 5

GOOD running riding mowers $150 $250, push
mower, $50 753-8292

KINGSIZE waterbed, 6
drawer pedestal $225
474 8367
KING size waterbed E.
sheets Bookcase head
board new mat & heater
$125 753-6878

KENMORE
stacked
washer 8 dryer, excellent
condition, $395 2 barn
shaped dog houses like
new $50/ea Pet grooming
table $20 759-1073

386 IBM PS2 Lap top computer 40 meg hard drrve,
2yrs old. $1000
901-247-5619

140

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

QUEEN size waterbed
$100 obo 753-1410

OLD bikes for sale Call
759-9839 after 4pm

QUEEN waterbed w' head
board $175 bed only $200
oier comforter 8 sheets
753-0358

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal i5
Supply Co 489-2722

SMALL kitchen breakfast
table for 2 Excellent condi
bon $200 Call after 5pm
759 4941

SMITH Mattress Factory
Symsonia,
Ky
502-851-3160 We can
build any size mattress'
SPA 66- round x26- deep
roomy bi level bench sealing for 4-6 adults or 66
square x 27 deep Lounge,
contoured benches for 4-5
adults Call 753-6001
SUNTANA tanning bed,
very low hours $350 worth
of brand new 20 minute
bulbs like new, $1,500
753-2339

Antiques
BENTON Antiques Colonial home. 13 rooms filled
to overflowing Something
for everyone budget 103
West 13t St , Benton, KY
502-527-5424 Tues Sat
10am- 5pm Sun 1pm
6Pm
DUNCAN Phyte table 8 6
chairs, 1 captains chair
extra leaf 8, pad Just to
upholstered, excellent con
dmon $450 firm 753-8349

SUNTAN bed sale over
stock of wolf system new
beds, from 16 to 24 lamps
All reduced Call Chene or
Sonny 753-9274 or
800-540-9793

Equipmere

WREATHMAKERS silvansing bundles 753-2171

Appian:toe

FOR sale almost new wed
ding dress Call 759-254
or 759 9215 leave
message

Help Wanted
Circulation

Department

Part-Time Early Morning Hours
25-30 Hours Per Week
Job Duties Include Heavy Lifting &
Operating Insert Machine
Apply In Person At Front Desk Ask For Jeff

BARN logs 20x20x9, disassembled 435-4263
PANASONIC stereo $75.
640kb computer $150,
printer $75, CD Rom $75,
electric typewriter $65, 19'
color tv $75, 13' color N
$65, electronic air filter $35,
VHF -FM transceivers
$50pr. Commodore computer $100, Karoake $50
502-354-9150
2711
Mottle
Horne@ For Sale

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave • Murray

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help.
If you are energetic, enthusiastic and like
people, we would like to meet you.
* All positions available

the Murray, Kentucky
Fried Chicken Restaurant, EOE/M/F.

Apply in person

at

12x65 3 BR needs works
Completely set up on
A acre rented lot. $2750
753-6012
1969 12x55 HOUSE type
roof, good condition $2000
oixi 489-6079
1985 14x70 MOBILE
home 2brm 1 bath with
new central air unit stove ai
refrigerator, service pole
Call 753 0342 days
489 2827 nights
1987 CLAYTON mobile
home 14x70. 2br, 1 bath,
central heat $6500
753 7375

KFC
Fisher-Price

In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are nowbeing accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 how fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toyMakcri,
please contact.

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
759-2150
A. Nwal Opprntansty Empk,yer M/FE)/V

Livellock
Sipplles
1

20$1 lbath Duplex 600
Northwood, $400 mo plus
ulioties deposit no pee
4748430 after 6pm
2BR duplex in Northwood
1300 Valleywood Dr
$340i me 759 4406
280 duplex low uolioes
1300/trio with deposit 1207
Poplar Call 753-9621
AVAILABLE now. 3br 2
bath duplex kitchen ap
prances wid hook up
good location $425 month
Call 753-4342 Of 435 4214

2411
Mobile
Homes For Rom
2BR 5 miles east of Mur
ay 492 6151

1E3

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

MOBILE Home Village,
$80/mo. water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
NEW park newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup 8 city water $100/rno
492 8488

COMMERCIAL property
office or retail 917 Coldwater Rd lease deposit 8
references required $325
753-6069 leave message
DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse
$175mo including all utilities Also nice suite of of
floes with windows
$595/mo including all utl
ties 753-1266

FOR sale 2 Al aber horses
very pretty good cksposi
Don 4 horse stock trailer for
sale or trade
Call
436-5572
PONY for sale sadole
bridle $475 Call after 5pm
753 6278

2 BEAGLES 1 10yrs. 1
3yrs old 759 4471
7WK old Dalmatian pup
pies 8nio old male Beagle
753 2605
ADORABLE AKC Rot
twerier puppies large
boned excellent blood
lines both parents on pre
mise Call 753 9720 after

4Prri
AKC Collies 6 month to
adult $50rea 247 8059
AKC Golden Retriever pup
pies Champion bloodline,
guaranteed
$200
247 8059
BLUE Healer pups 7 wks
old vet checked first shots
$25rea 753 0377
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858
•

COPELAND Orchard
Peaches now picking Redskin Alberta 2 miles West
of Mayfield off Hwy BO
502 623-8312
YELLOW
Delicious apples Also dried apples U
pick or we pock Closed
Tues 8
Sundays
753-7269

ROOM in town $125/mo
753-8292

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking de
tance to college 753 5209

1000 SO FT OFFICE
space or small business,
plenty of parking
753-6106. 753-3258
24FT Van type truck bed
Call 436-2448 after 7pm

Apiereasele
Fr Nat

1995 16x80 BELMONT,
lived in only 5 months, KENTUCKY Lake Lakeowner must move 20r 2 land Westly Village lb(
bath, dishwasher, electric apartment utilities in
heatair, washer & dryer coded rent based on income 65 8 older or handihook up Decks included
cap A disabled Equal
$23,500 Call 753 8771 at
Housing Opportunity
ter 6pm
502 354 8888
1995 28x70 PURE Luxury
Too many options to list, MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
last one at 39,995 North
1 2 and stir apartments
gate Mobile Homes Ben
Phone 759-4984 Equal
ton Ky Ph 527-1362
Housing Opportunity
77 BENDIX, 3tx, needs
MURRAY Manor Apart
some work, some extras
$4000 or best otter ments now acoepong appli
cations
for 1-2br apart
759-250! after 3pm
mane Apply in person
ALL 1995s Must go 16x 70 1 30pm 4pm, Mon Fri
Classic 2.2 deluxe only 1409 Duigiud Dr
20 600 Free delivery 8 set
NOW taking applications
up Ph 527-1362, North
for Sedan 8 low rent hous
gate Mobile Homes Ben
rig Apply in person at
ton, Ky
Southside Manor 906
CLOSE out on many 1995 Broad St Extended, be
models As always no one hveen 8am 12noon No
nowhere has a better haus
phone calks please Equal
ing value than Dinkins M3
Housing Opportunity
bile Homes Inc Hwy 79 E.
VERY nice 2br 1 bath du
Pans Tn 1 800 642-489!
plex with carport. apNEW 16 wide Classic 2 pliances furnished, central
berm, front kitchen, gas or gas hie, $475/mo, lyr
electric A steal at 17,603 lease, 1 month deposit, no
pets 753 2905
Northgate Mobile Homes
Benton Ky

YAMAHA snare drum with
bell kit Excellent condition
was $540 new now $275
Call 753-3273

ENN Alf stove $175 Call
759-9642
KENMORE washer 8 dryer
$450 Kenmore trash corn
pactor $200 used less than
3 yrs Call 753-2753 after
6pm

MAN,

Farm

1984 INTERNATIONAL
14'4 ft Midwest grain bed
TANNING beds commer- with hoist, $8950 Call
cial units at home unit 345-2228 or 345-2999
CASH pad for good, used prices 502-753-1300
rifles, shotguns, and pis210
tols Benson Sporting TANNING canopy, 54
Goods, 519 S 12th, quest 2000, 10 bulb caFirswood
nopy
Excellent
Murray
condition $500 Call A FIREWOOD for sale
WANTED Used Pfaff sew- 436-2466
437-4667
ing machines or sergers
Englishs Sewing Ma- WHITE wedding dress, FIREWOOD also tree tar
train attached, size 10
chines, Paducah
vice 436-2562
753-5380
1-800-599-USEW
WANT to buy Antiques to
collectibles Coca-Cola
items mil war artifacts
stone whiskey lugs with advertising, gas 8 oil advertising, glassware old toys
etc Phone 753-3633 ask
for Larry

120

Mein
Fer Sais

HONDA 200 3 wheeler.
electric start shah drive,
reverse $500 753-8292

Instruction

486,33M HZ BMG RAM,od
ram. dos, windows, MS office, $1650 value, giveaway at $1275 Call
759-4842 after 5pm

GREY'S PROPERTIES CAN HELP YOU WITH

-

1-800-350-8363

AVON sell at work, home
anywhere' Be your own
NEED dependable person
boss' Earn 50%
to help with growing lawn
1 -800-847-5338,
service Previous expen
1-800-878 2952 Ind/Rep
ence preferred 753-6226
AVON wants individuals inNO EXPERIENCE $500
terested in earning
TO $900 WEEKLY/
$8 $14ihour Full/Part
POTENTIAL PROCESSome Nodoor to door Jane. ING
MORTGAGE RE1-800.230-4030 ind/rep
FUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)

INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-000-455-4199
"oof 33fd yuf of nen,we'

759-2001
(OFFICE)

270

Saw
Wantori

Rorke

3BR Brick, redecorated
Florida room patio, carport. dishwasher ice
maker No pets $535
753-6931
38R home in excellent
neighborhood gas heat
$650/ mo Call 753-9621

5. ACRES for sale includes commercial build
3br home 2br mobile
horse located near Kenlake
State Park Hwy 94E
$91,000 buys all Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222 MIS* 3000323
CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Re
ally 753-5086

4BR 2 bath central ha, HALEY
Appraisal Service
fully carpeted stove to re
Bob Haley state certified
frig , on quiet street in aty Call 489 2266
Call 442 3015 evenings or
KOPPERUD Realty has
leave message
buyers waiting to purchase
QUIET cotta
Ky
homes-all price ranges If
Lake
sec you are thinking of selling
pets, contact one of our oourte
out and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
lan
by °thee at 711 Main St
For Rad
Or Lawn
CREEKVIEW Sett storage
warehouses on Canto
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
LEASE to hunter 300 acre
wildlife
refuse
502 753 1 300

NEW LISTING excellen
aka front Main lake view
with easy access to dock
Quality home 2750sq ft
Cal Realty
Call Mur
753 4444

l• 4.1 iA , II re..-
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OFFICE or business 100C
sq ft 308 N 12th next to
Faye's 753 9212

BETWEEN MAYFIELD & MURRAY KY

OFFICE Of retail building
zoned B2. approx 1600 sq
ft NE corner 13th lI Pop
lar Call 753-6001

AT FARMINGTON, KENTUCKY

OFFICE space for rent.
$350/mo plus deposit Century 21 Lorena Jobs Realtors 753 1492 ask for Tina
OFFICE space for rent,
350"mo Ind utilities, 3
room office Cali 753-7921,
between 9am 8 4pm

SAT AUG 26TH, AT 10:00 A.M.
MB A Mf15 .10.1111 "KW5
1 ILOCX SOUTH OF POST OFFICE
—
?--11
1
iit• . 16
11

.05 nri 1 13_1g

310
Want
To Rent
RETIRED military famil
moving to Calloway County
wants to rent 3 4br house
Call 753 0896

320
Apartments
For Rent
1.2.300 ape Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
753 1 2 5 2
days 753 0606 after 5pm
1BR apt no pets Zimmer
man Apos 753 6609
1 OR 2br apts new down
town Murray 7534109

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

SPACIOUS

couenwr HOME

ir 1112 STORY ON A ONE ACRE CORNER LOT
11" MAINTENANCE FREE SIDING
if HARDWOOD FLOORS -WRAPAROUND PORCH
Y TWO NICE OUTBUILDINGS - SHADE TREES
ITI
D1- NATURAL GAS
clicsraittimrOCI.W
W

SELLERS RELOCATING TO MISSOURI
SPLENDID SOUTHEAST GRAVES LOCATION
MAKE PLANS FOR NIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY
TERMS: ss,000 DOWN. BALANCE tit 30 DAYS

TOOLS — HOUSEHOLD HIGHLIGHTS
Dorive
..i; 1.0
: Radial Arm.
Vie mi
• ler
Sa:iii • 34
Compound Miter Sew • Mutate Power Tools • Scotch N-80 Framing Air Neer • Senco Fineh Air Nailer • /AMC TOOlt & Shop Items
• Ext Ladder • Who'd Barrow • 36' Slop Fan • Garden Tee •
Awe 30" Riding Mower
Like New Kenmore Refrigerator wAce Maker, Electric Range, Microwave And Portable Dishwasher • Hide A Bed Couch • Recliners• Side Chairs • End Tables•Odd Tables • Nice 4 Pc Sold Oak
Bedroom Suits • 3 Pc Oak Bedroom Suite • Drop Lear Island
Table • Kitchen Table • 5 Shelf Book Case • Roll TOP Desk
veCheir • Antique Chifforobe • Modern Will Crank Phone • Area
Rug • Osli Lawn Chairs • Folding Table • Vermont Casting Wood
Boning Stove• King Wood Stove

JAMES
R.
AUCTIONEER a REAL ESTATE BROKER
.

502-523-11404 re-Ncv FARM ity
TIN' SELLING MACHINE

T
•

•
•

JC
•

;-

10

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY

AUGUST 22

1995

William Duncan
Building Contractor

Service.
011ie rid

WOODLAND delight, Es
peCxatfyor the nature beer,
Approx 300 acres in
Chandler Park Hamiin
area Mainly wooded sites
which may be bought as
one tract or wall see o five
acre or Larger tracts Different sum different prices'
See ROBERTS REALTY
today for plat One 25 acre
tract joins TVA property
Call BOB ROGERS at
753 1651 days Of evenings
at 753 4186 For all your
real estate needs see the
friendly salespeople at
ROBERTS REALTY

30 ACRES tobacco barn 2
sheds 20 tandable acres
492 8411
5 FARMS owner financing
10 45 65 70 110 la06
Large AC burley barn or
rent Dark fired barn tor
sale 502 753 1300

2BR brick lust outside city
imits sunroom carport
central ha. $67900 Cole
man RE 753 9898
3BR 1s bath brick home at
1302 S 16th St $69 000
Can be seen by ceiling
753-3903 after 4pm

1 ACRE tract North Coles
Campground Road
753 9770
3 8 acre building sites 5
miles northwest of Murray
$7000 $17,000 753 4812
after 5pm
BEAUTIFUL flat lot all
underground city utlioes in
eluding gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights located behind Gatesbor
ough $13,900 753-2339
MULTI family lot for sale
100165 in Cambridge Es
tales Offered at $11.500
thru Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLSe 3000407
SOUTHWEST area
acre building lots each with
200ft road frontage restricted
$12 500
435 4548 after 5pm
to
Farms
For 544
103 ACRES al fenced in
surveyed 2 barns a garage
2 small buildings tool shed
doublewtde with house
roof & carport added, pond
stocked with fish Shown by
appointment only
436-5648

3BR brick home by owner
502 753 8049
3BR brick house 18x32
garage workshop 1 acre
lot, 4 5mi from Murray on
Call
121 N
$60's
759-9733
3BR duplex for sale
753 7947
3BR duplex for sale
753-5114
BRAND new home 3br,
bath at city utilities in
eludes central gas heat &
central electric air Attached garage offered at
$79.950. thru Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 MLSS
3000409
FOR investors 2812 sq ft
new duplex Fall Brook
Rental income
Sub
$1100mo Price $130,000
492 8516 or 762-7221
FOR sate by owner 3 or 4a
2 s baths 5200 sq ft.
9-loft ceilings hardwood
Coors, view thru gas fireplace whirlpool bath
16x24 master bedroom,
lots of closets In Southwest school district with city
utlines on 2 acres with
30x30 shop Must see this
home
Call now at
753-4873

SIAILEVIS AUTO SALES
• cob.oNstom Vans, and Mimi For Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

iv

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
PoTe Eh'echve APTI "

"995

Cad 753-1916 for details.

/ ALPINE
4$

ocl(fordrosclab-

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard .11usic

Clarion

753-0113

1311lelsnd Center

GATESBOROUGH Home
4003.11 2 story, 48R first
!Oa 4 Della Large game
room with bar study gas
heat & water Walnut ca
Donets Conan vanities
large decks with gazebo
yard sprinkler system
taxed back el lots of new
urns IS extras great for
753 5940 or
kids
436-5946

1992 CAMARO Z 28 350
V-8, black with red SS
strips auto tit, cruise, ei,w,
pa, CD leather interior,
$1 3 900 437 4099
753.5950 nights

HOME north of Murray,
appx 3600sq tt, intenor
southwestern design arch
doorways 9s ft ceilings,
4brm 42x48 horse barn on
8's acres built n 1994
1255.000 Call alter 4pm
753-7934
HOUSE & horse barns on
2 acres $42 000 24x30
shop on 1 3 acres
$15,513) 1 acre lot $7,500
All with road frontage 2
miles on Van Cleave Rd
753-4525
LYNN Grove. 2100sq It
spacious 1's story, 3br,
bath, formal dining room,
large kitchen, 3 welkin
closets, 2 car garage,
screened porch, large storage building, 3's was.
built in 1992 Daytime
759-4218 Night 489-2266
Bob Haley, Broker
NEW 2 story bock home in
bath
city, 4br 2'n
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040
NEW 3br homes afloat:1 in
70's & 80 s financing available. will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm
NEW 4br 2's bath home in
Campbell Estates Extra
nice home with all ameotos Priced to sell Call
753-1903 after 4pm

NEWLY constructed, open
design, 3br, 2 bath, great
room, dining, kitchen
Classic decor,columns,
classic doors, crown molding, carpeted throughout,
french doors Many extras
including whirlpool tub,
$123,500 Call 753-0090

Lowest MIN in Town!

Business on
a Budget?

1989 CAVALIER 69xxx rrs
auto ser Williams Used
Cars Office 492 8898
Horne 492 8873

NEW home ready now
3br 2 bath, master bath
has whirlpool 94t ceilings,
hardwood floors, custom
cabinets, fireplace lots of
closets 3000 sq ft in
Southwest Villa Subdivision Call now at 753-4873

11400111mm Mom*in ONO

COW 753-6910
1410-THE-OUCK

FRESH on the maket Ike
new home in Preston
Heights subdivision
$119500 Home tedium's
3br 2 bath den with
vaulted ceilings Huge back
yard wooden deck, overlooks shady grove at mature trees Immaculate conciao° See Kopperud Realty, 753 1222 MLSIt
3003447

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs, Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
s
Anytime By Appointment

SPACIOUS 4 to 5Orrri 2
bath 3500 sq ft, sky light,
wood burning stove detached garage Large caner lot, mature landscaping, creek 1502 Sycamore,
by owner 753-8070,
$1181333 obo
WANT TO BUY 3 or more
bedrooms in country, small
or large acreage under
$200,000
Phone
759-1894

Motorcycles
1988 KAWASAKI Voyager
1200cc low miles very
clean
one owner
901-247-5384 call after
4pm $3325 obo
1988 YAMAHA Rrva 200z
Scooter 2 pass black, 674
MI just like new $1600
Call 492-8284 for more
info
1993 KAWASAKI kx 250
nice conditon $2600 1990
Yamaha Big Bear 350 4x4
12803 753-6725
1993 YAHAMA Big Bear
axa with extras Like new
condition, ridden very little
$3950 437-4034 after
5pm

1990 GRAND Am excel
lent condieon. $4203 1601
Loch Lomond 753-3704

32FT Royal Coachman
camper Exosioni condi
tion call 753-6057
753-6831
FROUC Camper sleeps 6
Call 753 1410
120

1991 MAZDA 626 DXL
4C1r Olt cruise arnlm oas
seta ac split bench pis
Call 436-5064

AYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT<
- NO DOWN PAYMENT -

1974 VOLVO Ph 7599773
leave message
1980 MERCEDES Benz
450 SEL Good condition
from Calif body & interior
excel $5500 753-8207
1980 OLDSMOBILE Tor
nado. $200 Call Richard
759-4320
1981 OLDS Cutlass LS
good engine, good
trans,good transportation,
502•753 5561

$56,900 is your ticket to an unbeL
1555 sq. ft. BRICK home. Three bednxims,2
full baths, 28 great room, eat-in kitchen,
large master suite, vaulted ceiling,fireplace,
central heat & air and many more amenities.
Custom built on crawl space. Garage,
basement and other options available.
Now Offering A
100%
Mosey-Back
Caftnetee,
ftik For DNA'

LOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
of America
SI.= Sono. Vols.*
With Northam
ol Garay

Model Available: 502-554-3267
Or 24 Hr/Day Call 800-589-3802

1982 VW Convertible
$1500 obo 753-6799
1983 CELICA GT, good
running & work car, $1003
759 1781
1965 LEBARON, excellent
condition 489 2671
1986 MERCURY Cougar,
great condition loaded,
new tires light blue Must
see $2950 Call 753 0775
leave message if no
answer
1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
dean Call 492 6566 after
4Pcn
1989 CAVALIER Z 24 Call
435 4186

LICENSED or electric and
gas 753-7203

ASPHALT driveway sea
ling, tree estimates
753 2279

MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 1 MAINTENANCE carpentry paint
irig electrical siding other
apt
mail
&
(502)436 2819 fax or
modern avail

Baia
a wane

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN sepec tank
repair, replace
installation
1987 19s PROCRAFT
bass boat 1983 150hp ment 759-1515
Mercury completely rebuilt
BACKHOE Service ROY
24 volt trolling motor nice HILL Septic system driveCal 753-0487
ways,hauling foundations

1995 5E4000 3 seater, etc 759 4664
$4875 1989 SP $2675 BACKHOE Service com437-4723
plete foundations septic
1994 NISSAN Maxima SE,
RANGER 335V fish and systems R H Nesbitt. Con
white sunroof, CD, excel
struction Phone 492-8516,
boat
150hp
1711
bass
condition
tent
Einnrude motor, 12-24 volt pager 762-7221
9016424227 after 6pm
tiding Motor, 2 depth fin BOBS Plumbing Service
84 MUSTANG GT new ders 3 new batteries Installation and repair, all
ores, sunroof, call after 7 $6000 or trade for truck of work guaranteed
759-2195
equal value Call 435-4019 753-1134 or 436-5832
leave message
86 CAMARO good condi
BUSHHOGGING blade
lion
Call alter 7pm TRACKER Party Hut ponwork, lawn mowing & wee
753-9551
toon. 2811, sleeps 5 Electric cleating 489-2077
head many extras selling
89 FORD Probe $3800
to
illness
due
BUSHHOGGING Gardens
759-1992
9 0 1 - 8 8 5 3 1 0 2 , plowed disked driveways
901-885-6663
graded
Milt Jones
ATTENTION Collectors
437-4030
1963 Ford Fairtane 500
5%0
2dr hardtop Sports Coupe
CARPET binding and tring
Services
Red Wwhite top factory at
trig Call Enger Custom DeOrforod
that walks 260 V-8,auto
sign Carpets at 436-2347,
mot condition Must see
Al Al A TREE SERVICE day or night
$6500 753-2339
stump removal hedge trim
CARPET & Upholstery
ming landscaping mulch
cleaning Speaal $2500
iri & mulch hauling gutte
per room Free ScotchGard
cleaning Clean-up junk,
Deodorizing
Vans
garbage Odd jobs, also Al
1 502-436 2654
household moving Free
1990 FORD Aerostar
72xxx miles dean $6500 estimates Tim Lamb CARPORTS for cars and
436.5744.
trucks Special sizes for
Call 753-7951
motor home, boats, RVs
1993 FORD Aerostar, A 1 Tree professionals
and etc Excellent protec93xxx miles 7 passenger, Stump removal, tree spray
tion. high quality, excellent
red on red 1988 Cadillac ing serving Murray Callo- value Roy Hill 759-4664
Brougham. 93xxx miles, way County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247 CHIM Chlm Chimney
loaded red on red
Sweeps has 10% senior
or 492-8737
759-9232 753-1522
cozen discounts We sell
1993 PLYMOUTH Voya- A and A Lamb's lawn mow- chimney caps and screens
ing, light hauling, tree trim- 435-4191
ger 7 passenger. V6
loaded Extra nice must ming Mark 436-2528
COUNTERTOPS, custom
sell 759-3049 or after 6pmri
ABLE Tree Removal trim- Homes, trailers, offices
753-0509
ming. mulching arid haul- Wulff's Recovery. Murray
ing
Free estimates
436-5560
492-8254
CUSTOM bulldozing and
AGAINST THE WALL, backhoe work, septic syswallpapering by Cherie. A tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
1986 S-10 Blazer Call
specialist in thorough Horace Sholar
43.5-4186
cleaning of homes, offices,
DAVID'S cleaning serrentals 753-9274
Silverado
1990 CHEVY
vices We clean oily', bock,
1500 All the extras and
ALL around lawn care & drive ways sidewalks, mocamper Call after 6pm
landscaping Call 436-5561 bile homes, R V 759-4734
753-7860
leave message
DRYWALL finishing re1994 CHEVY S10, ext cab
ALL around hauling, mow- pairs, additions and blowloaded. $12,500
ing,
tree
work,
sink
dean
ing ceilings 753-4761
753-6065
up cleaning out gutters,
FOR Hire 1995 Dodge Du1994 MAZDA B4000 LE Joe 436-2867
ally, rode ready, Long or
cab plus. V6 automatic
loaded with matching cam- ALL carpentry 15yrs exp , short hauls Enclosed trailer
foundations,
slabs,
sidewavailable Call 474-8704 afper 36xxx miles $13,500
alks, driveways, buildings, ter 6pm
492-8514 leave message
remodeling, repairs, AGC
HANDYMAN Co roofing,
1995 DODGE Dakota club certfied 489-2214
siding, remodeling and
cab red automatic, power
fur- home repair 474-8621
ANTIQUE
refinishing,
everything, air, cruise
loaded 9,000 miles niture repair & custom I do carpentry, concrete &
woodwortung 753-8056
753-1796
masonary work TwentyAPPLIANCE REPAIRS
five years experience no
82 FORD F-I50 pick-up
major
Factory trained by 3
job to small For information
$1203 436-2758
manufacturers All work call 759-9257
FOR sale 1988 Chevy and parts warranted Ask
Silverado. black & gray with for Andy at The Appliance KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
gray interior, loaded. Works 753-2455
new again with Formica All
79,XXX miles 527-5294 afcolors, free estimates
ter 5pm
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
KY 436-5560

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Rooting - Siding
No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Est/mates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

LAMB Brother Home Improvements remodeling
additions roofing, siding
free estimates 436-2269
LAMB Brothers Tree Service, stump removal
502 436 5744
LAMB'S Tree trimming
stump removal & light haul
irig 436-2269
LAWN care, mowing & trim
ming 436-2528
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
carpets upholstery, free
estimates 753-5827

MARC'S Lawn Sec y,,
753-6226 753-4168

474-8267

M & M Remodeling
Service

REMODELING siding
decks Free estimate
492-8476 or 759-4830 alter
5-Pm

A Professions! Senice
Specializing is Kitchens & Bathrooms
Ti bap yea Mae year New Clicaes or Ballroom

SEAMLESS gutters installed. residential Or commercial, Serval' Gutter Co
753-6433

Call 753-6869

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753 5484

for tree quote or coastaltIng.

Quabty Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Serve
Lartsc4oing
Hedge Trimming

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding painting
decks additions roofing
20yrs experience, free E7SO
mates 753-2592

BTO:/it.>

Tree Trimailng
Tree Removal
Stump Removal

Tree Service clean4 Send"

502-436-5744 1-800-548-5262

s
CUSTOM IPTCHEN CA ,t
CUSTOM WOODWORKih,,
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

1

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
402 SUNBURY • MURRAY (BoSnO Bunny Bmad)
753 5940
-A"*.i

'
11
k—)

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

BLO

Lçbr tlaultig, Etc.

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & insured

WE do windows' And lawn
work plant shrubs & trees.
panting & all types of minor
repairs including the windows' We even do the dishes' ALL work guaranteed
For estimates call
762-4442

ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates cleaning $15,
average repair. $30
753-3557

DEAR
gout' I
when I e
can I avo
foot? Do
parts, shr
DEAR
a geneti(
overacct
blood an
byproduc
Normal
ids Und
(minor in
acid cryst
ic needle
ings, lead
call gout
acid spike
neys, caw.
Gout is
analysis a
inflamed j
The tire,i
is prescrii
however,
such as co
Gout ca

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings. Also remodeling. Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

WOOD VCR repairing
vas. camcorders, IrniCTOwaves Mon Fri 9-12, 1-5,
free estimates 7510530

By Petri

401,), ADVANCE ROOFING
AND CONSTRUCTION

rm-s,

Prompt Professional Service
At Competitive Prices
Custom Home Building • Al Types of Roofing
All Types of Flooring • Additions • Remodeiing
Pabos • Decks • Drywall • Siding
12 Years Experience '
- Free Estimates

CHECK
YOUR
AD
Advertsers are requested
to Check the first inSerton
of ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & TOTOS
swll be responnoe for only
ONE INCORRECT IN
Any error
SERTION
should De reported Tunepalely so conectOns can
be made CHECK YOUR
AD carefully and notify
The Casahecl AOyeroa
mg Department ,rnrneoatel in case of an error

"

IT'S Del
&NAT AGE
MEMBER
Ill JUST

753-5814

Murray, Kentucky

RefinancIng

Call Ron

at

STAR MORTGAGE
7594066
VA - CONV - FmHA JUMBO
We Tailor Loans to fit your needs"
)A •

753-1916

G000epie
Gcoc) lix

Attention
Classi ied Advertisers!
01011.1111k Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995

GARF

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

gra

A

AMERICAN
SO STANDARD

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Weserighouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
penance
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848

(TRAMPARENTs

(502) 435-4699

Murray, Ky.

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
'qurray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 9, 1995.
We have been your custom builde:
past We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs, In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing

Bruce

COUPON
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed).

Green

Name of Child

Building Contractors, Inc.

Name of Grandparents

FREE Estimators: 753-8'
SIWKINIWar

Custom
CABINETS
a WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
•Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
•OMce Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solld Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
SilO N 4th St. tnest to Lustier Marten) • Murray
P. INVISOON OF sOtTnionN WALL SYSTEMS, INC

Enclosed is $7.00 let picture - $5.00 each additional picture and stamped, self-address envelope
for return of picture.
Hayley Danielle Erlksen
Grandparents
Craig & Karen Covert
Joyce King
Dart King
Send photo, names of grandparents, name of child,
(maxi igi of 4 lineal self-addreesed envelope for
rn of original photo and payment to:

WH
PLAN
TOURt
THE

Bring in bg September 6
(12 noon) to be published
September 9th.
T minim

Bati

Ledger &Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

-

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

can
or
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1r00411S
Ballroom
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

scription medication aliopunnol This
drug is not used to treat acute
DEAR DR GOTT What causes attacks, for which the other products I
gout' I take one allopunnol daily mentioned are more appropriate but
when I experience symptoms How is taken once or twice daily for an
can I avoid this painful problem in my indefinite period
foot' Do certain foods like animal
High unc acid foods, such as organ
parts, shrimp or sardines tngger
meats, should not be eaten In most
DEAR READER. Gout is caused by cases, no other dietary prohibitions
a genetic tendency that leads to an are required
over accumulation of uric acid in the
This is a 30 second -take- of gout
blood and tissues. Uric acid is a For more complete information, I am
byproduct of protein metabolism
sending you a free copy of my Health
Normally. it is dissolved in body flu- Report "About Gout " Other readers
ids Under certain circumstances who would like a copy should send $2
(minor injuries, for example), the uric plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
acid crystallizes into sharp, microscop- envelope to P.O. Box 2433, New York,
ic needles that can inflame joint lin- NY 10163 Be sure to mention the title
ings, leading to the painful arthritis we
DEAR DR GOTT As we are on low
call gout At the same time, these uric salt diets, we would appreciate your
acid spikes may crystallize in the kid- opinion regarding water-softened
neys, causing painless kidney damage
drinking water. Our home is set up so
Gout is diagnosed by a blood test or all water in this house comes through
analysis of the fluid obtained from an the softener. Would drinking this
inflamed joint
water be in conflict with our low-salt
The treatment for acute gout attacks diet?
is prescription drugs, such as Indocin,
DEAR READER: Most water soft
however, more powerful medicine, eners exchange a soft mineral (sod)
such as colchicine may be required.
urn) for a hard mineral (calcium) in
Gout can be prevented by the pre- the water ,upply This leads to an

but Iris al fll'rtd.St in
sodium chloride in the tap water
In most instances, this amount is
too small to be of consequence. even
for patients on low-salt diets In my
opinion, you can safely continue drinking your softened water
However, should you or your doctor
be concerned, it is easy enough to
quantitate the salt in your water Most
municipal or town departments of
health can give their residents the
names of reliable water-testing labs
that can check not only the salt level,
but other components as well, includ
ing lead and coliform bacteria.
is NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

LAMB

BLONDIE

-5262
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CATHY
IT'S DEPRESSING TO REALIZC
WHAT AGE I Alit UNTIL I REMEMBER WHAT AGE I'LL SE
IN JUST A FEW YEARS...

7..JUST LIKE IT'S HORRIBLE
r If WE TAKE TIME To LOOK,
THINK IT'S AUGUST UNTIL I
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! mAs IN JUST A FEW MONTHS.
TO CLING TO.

I'M NOT OLD.
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CROSSWORDS

.1:1111111 $.-..,,
1 Minnesota
player
5 Before
8 "Less —
Zero"
12 Cold Adriatic
wind
13 — —
standstill
14 Reign
15 Actor
Tamiroft
16 Ryan of
"Sleepless in
Seattle"
17 Russian nver
18 Secondhand
transaction
20 Soup bean
22 — Aviv
23 Aircraftsman
24 Male name
27 Jane, to
Peter Fonda
31 — deco
32 Inlet
33 Lumber
pieces
37 Mass
ansporting

GARFIELD

MALLARD FILLMORE

hoto in
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South dealer.
diamond with the queen of hearts
Both sides vulnerable.
and returns the heart four to
NORTH
dummy's seven. Let's assume East
•A J 3
takes the ace (whether he wins or
VJ 1087
not doesn't matter) and returns a
•A K 62
club.
•64
Southgoes up with the ace,leads
WEST
EAST
the heart nine to the ten and ruffs
+872
+1064
dummy's last diamond with his last
111 63
WA52
heart,the king. A sprfde is now led to
•QJ105
+9743
the jack and the J-8 of trumps are
+ K 10 83
J 72
cashed, drawing East's last two
SOUTH
trumps while declarer discards the
+ K Q 95
Q-9 of clubs!
•K Q 9 4
At this point,havinglost only one
•8
trick, South's last three cards are all
4 A Q 95
spades, and he simply cashes them
The bidding:
to make the slam.The potential club
South West
North East
loser, morg imaginary than real,
1+
Pass
1•
Pass
turns out to be a mirage. It disap1•
Pass
Pass
3•
pears into thin air.
3+
Pass
4+
Pass
The method of play utilized here
4 NT
5W
Pass
Pass
is called a dummy reversal, Instead
6W
of trumping his losers in dummy,
Opening lead — queen of diamonds. which is what declarer usually does,
At first glance, it might seem he reverses the procedure and
that South must go down one in six trumps dummy's losers in his hand.
hearts, since the club finesse on In effect, dummy becomes declarer
which the slam appears to depend is and declarer becomes dummy.
destined to fail. But appearances
What really happens is that
can sometimes be deceiving, With South plays the hand as though he is
correct play, the contract can be declarer with the North cards at six
made without doing anything espe- hearts and East's opening lead is a
cially fancy.
diamond. The fact that be is physiDeclarer wins the diamond lead cally seated South rather than North
with the ace and cashes the king, should not deter him from following
discarding a club. He then ruffs a what is clearly the best line of play.

`40111

in the
1995.

ich addi•
envelope

Murray Rotary Club held at Murray Woman's Club House. He
was introduced by Harris Byrd.
The Rev. Billy Turner of Paducah will be the evangelist for
revival services at Scotts Grove
Baptist Church, Aug. 22-26. Benny Spann will direct the song
service.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

FING
TION

.5814

Thirty years ago
William Thomas Jeffrey of
Murray High School talked about
"Distributive Education Program"
which will get underway this year
at the high school at a meeting of

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 22, the 234th day of 1995. There are 131
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1989, Black Panther co-founder Huey P. Newton was shot to
death in Oakland, Calif. (Gunman Tyrone Robinson was later sentenced to 32 years to life in prison.)
Ten years ago: Fifty-five people died when fire broke out aboard a
British Airtours charter jet on a runway at Manchester Airport in
England.
Five years ago: President Bush signed an order calling up reservists
to bolster the U.S. military buildup in the Persian Gulf. The State
Department announced it would defy Iraqi President Saddam Hussein's demand to close the U.S. Embassy in Kuwait by Aug. 24.
One year ago: Ernesto Zedillo, candidate of the party that has ruled
Mexico for 65 years, declared victory a day after presidential elections
that his leading opponents charged were unfair.

!nets
'room

Roofing
modeling
rig

Mr and Mrs Flavil Robertson, is
now a student at Shaw Au Force
Base, Sumter, S.C. He recently
returned from a tour of duty at
Korat Royal Thai AFB, Thailand.
The Stella Stars 4-H Club participated in Kentucky State Fair
Variety Show held Aug. 15 at
Louisville. "A Bicentennial
Birthday" was the theme of the
club's presentation which
received a blue ribbon. Club
leaders are Mrs. John Bryanb,
Mrs. Joe Sledd and Renee Sledd.
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Humes
will be marned 50 years Aug. 23.

TODAY IN HISTORY

OS

I ng

Tea years ago
Murray Civic Music Associauoa held a kick-off party for
1985-86 season. The membership
drive will be from Aug. 26 to 31,
according to Neva Grey Allbntten, president of the association.
Dr. Neil Weber, chairman of
Department of Geosciences and
director of Mid-America Remote
Sensing Center at Murray State
University, has been named state
geographer by Kentucky Governor Martha Layne Collins.
Pictured are members of 1965
class of Calloway County High
School at their 20-year reunion
held at the school cafeteria.
Births reported include a boy
to Cheryl and Wade Boehmer,
Aug. 16; a girl to Charlene and
Charles McClure and a girl to
Charlotte and Bobby Lowe, Aug.
17.
Twenty years ago
Carter and Robertson Elementary Schools will hold registration for 1975-76 school year on
Aug. 27, according to Dennis
Taylor, principal.
Sgt. John M. Robertson, son of

DAILY COMICS
ANC, WHAT'S
THE Ti4EME
OF YOuR
PARrY ?
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4 Former Jets
quarterback
5 Anderson of
"Baywatch"
6 Hwy
7 Philadelphia
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Forty years ago
Jimmy Thompson and Donald
Crawford, students, and C.O.
Bondurant, area agent an Farm
Management, attended a meeting
of American Institute of Cooperation at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.
Mrs. Martha Carter and Mrs.
Lois Waterfield, both of Murray,
were elected to committee at the
Woodmen Circle National Convention held at Los Angeles,
Calif.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Travis, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Max Whitford, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Collie.
Mr. and Mrs. A.P. Adams of
Detroit, Mich., are visiting relatives and friends in Murray and
Calloway County.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: About six ycar
ago, you printed a letter from a
young man infected with HIV He
wanted to tell his family, but he
was afraid of the repercussions.
You told him in a firm but gentle
way- that he should inform his family immediately because he needed
their love and support. This
response affected me profoundly.
Seven years ago. I was diagnosed
as HIV-positive. After reading that
letter and your response. I felt compelled to inform my family of the
diagnosis. First, I discussed it with
my companion I who is also HIVpositive I, then I spoke with my oldest brother, who has been a buddy
to me since childhood.
Upon his visit from the Midwest,
my whole family was together.
except for one brother. It was difficult to tell them, but their reaction
was wonderfully warm, loving and
supportive.
A year later, when my other
brother returned from overseas
duty, he was also informed. It was
more difficult to tell him, because
he is my twin.
Since then, my companion and I
have received much-needed emotional support from my family.
Without it, I never could have made
it.
LOVED AND LUCKY
IN NEW JERSEY
• * •

DEAR ABBY: My wife. "Alice."
and I need to settle a serious difference of opinion.
"John" and "Mary" were our closest friends. My wife recently
informed me that she had a "thing"
for John. She called it a "crush.",
John became obsessed with her
when he was having trouble at
home. During the day, John would
call me at work to make sure I
wasn't home, then he'd jog over to
our house to see Alice. These visits
were unsolicited and unplanned on
her part, but she didn't exactly' discourage him. To make matters
worse, our children and theirs are
very close.
One day after calling me, and
lying to his wife, John jogged over to
our place, and his wife followed
him. When he saw her, he ran out
the back door and jumped the fence
Needless to say, even though we
have openly discussed the situation.
I no longer trust John.
My wife sees nothing wrong with
continuing our friendship with this
couple as though nothing has happened. NOW I can't stand the sight
of John and don't want to socialize
with him, but we can't avoid seeing
them at church, school activities
and sporting events.
I say, with friends like these,
who needs enemies? Am I wrong?
BURNED BY A "FRIEND"

DEAR BURNED: No, you're
not wrong; your feelings of
betrayal are justified, and no
John
one could fault you for wanting
10 Jai —
ft Jodie Foster to distance yourself from this
couple. To continue the friendfilm
ship as though nothing has hap19 Rumanian
money
pened would be tempting the
21 Assam
fates.
silkworm
You and your wife would be
24 Boxing punch wise to make new friends,
and
25 Gold (Sp
make sure things remain strict26 As written
ly on a friendship basis.
(mus
28 Bi plus one
29 One
(German)
DAY•BRIGHTENER:
An
30 Tattered cloth anonymous reader sent me the
34 Meal
"Joke" page of her church bul35 Scottish river letin. On that page was a cute
36 World —
story with a terrific message:
37 'Dick Tracy"
actor
Mother Mouse was crossing the
38 Ship prefix
street with her three little children
39 — and
She
got about halfway across the
destroy
road when she spotted a cat.
42 Sies siblings
crouched and ready to pounce upon
43 Word of
agreement
them The cat and Mother Mouse
44 Type of fish
eyeballed each other for two to
46 — Dunn
three minutes Finally, Mother
47 Amphibian
Mouse opened her mouth and let
48 Heating
out
an enormous "'WOOF" The cat
vessel
quickly
scurried away
51 — Francisco
Mother Mouse turned to her
three little ones and said, "Now do
you
the advantage of a second
language?"
ReP

s

-.1•••

"Doc Wallace on South 16th
Street has a Buffalo nickel which
has a buffalo on each side," from
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams,
publisher.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Grotjohn
of Bloomington, Ind., have been
the guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. David Henr), Benton Road,
Murray.
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DOWN

Ellir

PEANUTS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

41 Japan
ending
42 Place for
sticker
45 Another
name for
Ashanti
49 Actress
Perlman
50 Follower
(comb. forrnI
52 Debatable
53 Belonging to
us
54 Corrode
55 Biblical
character
56 Ammunition
57 Vessel's
curved plank
58 Nothing (Sp)
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WHEN YOURE
PLAYIN6 IN A
TOURNAMENT,DO
THE CROWDS
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Pilot credited after 24 survive plane crash
CARROLLTON, Ga. (AP) —
survivor of a fiery commuter
plane crash says he owes his life
to the pilot, who was killed after
maneuvering over houses, trees
and power lines to the relative
safety of a hayfield.
Only five of 29 people aboard
died after the Atlantic Southeast
Airlines turboprop apparently
blew an engine Monday, then
plowed across the small green
field and broke into three large
pieces.
"The pilot seemed to do an
outstanding job of bringing that
plane down as best he could and 1
think that's what saved most of
us," said passenger Chuck
Pfisterer.
"He missed the wires and
landing on the houses, and found
an opening," said Frances
A
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Boone, who lives near the crash
site. He "had to be a marvelous
The plane left a scarred path in
the hay-field, indicating it barely
cleared trees before hitting the
ground. Some of the passengers
fled the wreckage with their
clothes ablaze.
There were 26 passengers on
the flight from Atlanta to Gulfport, Miss. One was dead at the
scene, a married couple died later
at separate hospitals, and a fourth
passenger died today. At least
eight people were in critical condiuon today at burn centers.
Passenger Kevin Bubier of
Waterboro, Maine, said he found
himself hanging upside down
after the crash.
— My clothes caught fire. It
must have been the fuel because
my one pants leg was burning
and I couldn't put it out. 1 was
trying to take off my shoes and
my pants.
"There were other people who
were worse. They were totally
engulfed (in flames)," said
Bubier, 37.
Polona icier, who lives nearby,
said she saw the front of the
plane "rolling and tumbling and
on fire" as the aircraft came
apart.
"1 could see about 10 people
getting out," she said. "Some
were buming. They were running. People were trying to get
them down and get it out."
One injured man arrived on her
front porch and used the phone to
leave a message for his wife in
Maine. "His clothes were burned
off. His undershorts were all that
was left," she said. "The skin
just rolled off his body."
The Brazilian-made Embraer
120 two-engine turboprop was
about 15 minutes into its
362-mile flight when the pilot
radioed he was having engine
problems, said Christy Williams,
a Federal Aviation Administration spokeswoman.
The pilot may have been trying
to land at West Georgia Regional
Airport, six to eight miles from
the crash site about five miles
from Carrollton, Williams said.
The weather was cloudy and
rainy.
The cause of the crash was
under investigation. The FAA
assembled a team to investigate.
Passenger John Tweedy of
Gaithersburg, Md., said he heard

a loud bang, then "looked out the
window and there was no propeller there. The whole engine just
son of came apart."
Tweedy, who suffered only a
bruised forehead and cut hand,
said passengers were told the
plane could fly with only one
engine and would return to
Atlanta.
Then the plane began
descending.
"I could see the ground, they
got us into the (crash) position,
and I thought, 'I don't think
we're in Atlanta yet,— Tweedy
said from his bed at a Carrollton
hospital.
The Atlanta-based airline
passed an extensive FAA inspection in May, said President John
Beiser. "We run a safe airline
and will continue to do so," he
said.
It was the third fatal commuter
plane crash in 10 months. A
French-made ATR turboprop
flown by American Eagle crashed
in October in Indiana while waiting to land at Chicago's O'Hare
Airport, killing all 68 aboard.
The ATR has the same class
engine, made by Pratt & Whitney
Canada, as the Embraer 120,
according to The New York
Times.
A British-made Jetstream
flown by American Eagle crashed
Dec. 13 in fog and drizzle as it
approached Raleigh-Durham
(N.C.) International Airport, killing 15 of 20 people aboard.
Another Atlantic Southeast
Embraer 120 crashed in 1991,
killing former Sen. John Tower
and 22 others in Brunswick.
Gannaway, 45, of Dublin, Ga.,
had 10,000 hours of flight time
and an exemplary record, said
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Tilden Shanahan, ASA's vice
president of flight operauons.
He was in his mid-30s when he
decided to become a pilot, and he
got his pnvate license in about a
third of the time it takes in.

trainees, said Fred Houston, who
helped Gannaway learn to fly.
"He was very positive about
flying," Houston said. "He
believed in doing things right and
by the numbers."

DEATHS
Mrs. Lois Smith
Mrs. Lois Smith, 83, Rt. 4, Murray, died Monday, Aug. 21, 1995,
at
12:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Poplar Spring Baptist Church. She was born
June 11, 1912.
Survivors include her husband, Joe B. Smith; one son, Joe Ralph
Smith and wife, Rhonda, Elkins, W.Va.; three sisters, Mrs. Myrtle
Lassiter, Hazel, Mrs. Volene Roberts and husband, Gray, South
Pasadena, Calif., and Mrs. Bobbie Cook and husband, 0.B.,
Murray;
one brother, John McCuiston and wife, Lottie, Puryear, Tenn.; three
grandchildren, Vicki Fabian, Roy Smith and Bert Smith; five greatgrandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

George Louis Dunn
George Louis Dunn, 69, Southside Manor, Murray, died Sunday,
Aug. 20, 1995, at 7 p.m. at his home.
A veteran of World War 11, he had been employed at Murray Division of Tappan Company and at Murray State University. He was a
member of Scotts Grove Baptist Church. He was the son of the late
Louis Dunn and Pearl Mae Carroll Dunn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lillian Kirks Dunn, to whom he
was married on Sept. 18, 1965; two daughters, Mrs. Mrs. Judy Sue
Shoffner and husband, Ron, Murray, and Mrs. Melissa (Missy)
Houghton and husband, Bob, Harvest, Ala.; two sons, Bobby Louis
Dunn and George Allen Dunn and wife, Jennifer, Murray; four grandchildren, Tammy Sheppard and husband, Anthony, and Tears Dunn,
Murray, and Heather Houghton and Brian Houghton, Harvest, Ala.;
one great-grandchild, Chastin Sheppard, Murray.
Also surviving are five sisters, Mrs. Betty Roberts and husband,
N.D., Mrs. Cora Mae Henson and Mrs. Mary Sue Henson and husband, Milburn, all of Murray, and Mrs. Larue (Rudy) Zollinger and
husband, Cecil, and Mrs. Beauton Trimble, Benton; three brothers,
Isaac Dunn, Ledbetter, Charles Dunn and wife, Ruby, Murray, and
J.D. Dunn and wife, Janie, Dexter.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate.
Music will be by Scotts Grove Baptist Church Choir with Tommy
Hoke as director.
Pallbearers will be Trent Weaver, Tracy Weaver, Bobby Kirks,
Frank Kirks, Timmy Kirks and Gray Kirks. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Bruce Riley
Bruce Riley, 83, Rt. 3, Murray, formerly of Lenox, Tenn., died
Saturday, Aug. 19, 1995, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
One son, Larry Joe Riley, preceded him in death. He was the son of
the late Grover Riley and Alma Wilson Riley.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Zonie Brown, Gary, Ind.; two
grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Johnson
Funeral Home, Newbern, Tenn. The Rev. Waymon Hogue will officiate. Burial will follow in Friendship Cemetery, Friendship, Tenn.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local
arrangements.

Ovie L.(Pete) Henson
Graveside services for Ovie L. (Pete) Henson were today at 11 a.m.
at Murray City Cemetery. Virgil Hale and Henry Hargis officiated.
Song leader is Walter Lee Steely.
Pallbearers were Charles Outland, Joe Scott, Roy Wyatt, Bill
Champion, Phillip Barnett and Walter Lee Steely.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Henson, 85, Rt. 8, Old Murray-Paris Road, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 20, 1995, at 4:12 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Ola Griffin of California and
Mrs. Del Reynolds of Kuttawa; one brother, Luck Henson of Hendersonville, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews including J.L. Bameu of
Paducah.

Mrs. Lorraine Proctor
Graveside services for Mrs. Lorraine Proctor were today at 11 a.m.
at Odd Fellow Cemetery at McLeansboro, Ill. The Rev. Larry Daniel
officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Proctor, 84, Doran Road, Murray, died Sunday. Aug. 20, 1995,
at 7:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one brother, Richard Tuck and wife, Erma, Murray; two nieces, Mrs. Donna Riley and husband, Jesse, Russellville,
and Mrs. Beth Cocke and husband, Ricky, Calvert City; two nephews,
Don Tuck and wife, Lynne, and Richard C. Tuck and wife, June, all
of Downers Grove, Ill.

Mrs. Hildreth Brown
Services for Mrs. Hildreth Brown were today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Murray Memorial Gardens with the Rev. Kendrick Lewis
officiating. Entombment was in Murray Memorial Gardens Mausoleum with Miller Funeral Home of Murray in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy should take the form of donations to
Temple Hill United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Brown, 83, Rt. 1, Dexter, widow of Henry Brown, died Saturday, Aug. 19, 1995, at 9:10 p.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
Survivors include a daughter, Mrs. LaDonna Hansen, Overland
Park, Kan.; a son, Duane Brown and wife Patsy, Rt. 1, Dexter; two
brothers, Josh Brainard and Gilbert Brainard, both of Nebraska; several grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
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The first airline to establish scheduled passonger
service by aeroplane was the St. Petersburg-Tampa
Airboat Line of St Petersburg, Fla , which commenced flight operations on Jan. 1, 1914.

